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The observation that we are living in a Universe that is expanding at

an ever-increasing rate is a major challenge for any fundamental theory. The

most obvious explanation for an accelerating Universe is a positive cosmolog-

ical constant, but we do not really know how to do quantum field theory or

string theory in spacetimes that are not asymptotically flat. In this thesis,

we address various issues that arise in this general context. The problems we

address include the stability and evolution of de Sitter-like compactifications,

the possibility of defining a quantum theory in de Sitter space using quantum

groups, and finally, the classical evolution of thin shells (boundaries of new

phase bubbles) in an inhomogeneous Universe with positive Λ.
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Chapter 1

A Small Positive Cosmological Constant

Over the last few years, significant observational evidence has accu-

mulated showing that our Universe is accelerating. The most natural way to

incorporate this phenomenon into classical general relativity is to think of it

as arising from a small positive cosmological constant. But if we adopt this

point of view, it gives rise to some serious difficulties when we try to put this

in the framework of a fundamental theory.

This is the context of this thesis. The rest of this chapter is a rather

glib overview of some of these issues, along with an outline of the work.

From a quantum field theory perspective, the cosmological constant

arises from the vacuum energy contributions of the fields in the theory. A

straightforward calculation shows that the vacuum energies of all the known

kinds of particles (in cut-off field theory) gives rise to an answer that is many

orders of magnitude different from what is observed. (The precise answer

depends on the choice of the cut-off.) We can accommodate this discrepancy,

but only by fine-tuning the bare cosmological constant to an embarrassing

number of decimals. This, is the Cosmological Constant Problem [1].

In string theory, it seems plausible that there are a tremendous number
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of solutions that look roughly like our Universe, but it also seems forbiddingly

hard to construct a specific solution that is exactly like ours. This latter prob-

lem is expected to be only(!) a technical issue, and we believe in fact that

there are a large number of (metastable) string vacua that could be candi-

dates for the vacuum on which our Universe is built. Along with these, there

is also a “discretuum” of vacua which gives rise to different values for certain

“fundamental” parameters like the cosmological constant. There is a certain

democracy between all these huge number of vacua in string theory, and so in

this picture, the value of the cosmological constant might just be an anthropi-

cally determined parameter. This is the way in which string theory solves the

Cosmological Constant Problem: by shooting a million arrows at the bull’s

eye. Of course this begs the question: is this lack of predictivity1 (about

the values certain fundamental constants) a feature of quantum gravity, or a

failure of string theory as a theory of quantum gravity?

This is such an interesting question, that I would like to spend the next

few paragraphs presenting the reasons why I believe it is worth doing string

theory. The arguments are not very convincing, so the businesslike reader

might wish to skip ahead.

To start off, the question of quantizing pure gravity is an unclear one.

There is no genuine free theory limit for gravity where one can start off by

quantizing just gravity. Even if we could write down an action for a “final

1The same lack of predictivity that forces even self-respecting physicists to go anthropic.
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theory”, the
√−g that multiplies every piece of the Lagrangian density means

that gravity couples directly to all forms of energy, including its own. So it is

not clear how one can decouple just matter from the theory by going to some

energy scale. This should be contrasted to the case of QED or QCD where

there are energy scales at which a free field theory is an acceptable starting

point for quantization. So quantizing pure gravity and then adding matter is

likely to be a pointless enterprise, even though it might be instructive. This

means that to even hope for quantizing gravity along the lines familiar from

field theory, and to hope (perhaps) that there might be a non-trivial ultraviolet

fixed point where the non-renormalizability is not a problem, we either have

to wait until we know all the possible matter content from here to Planck scale

(and beyond!), or give up in despair about our ignorance2.

This of course is not a reason to take string theory seriously. If we

are stymied by our ignorance about high energy physics in our quest for the

quantization of gravity, then that is our own little problem: Nature is not

obligated to be kind to us. But string theory does give gravity a satisfying UV

completion (instead of the possibility of adding arbitrary stuff at all scales),

while still being perfectly capable of producing new physics at higher energies.

Also, despite the well-known difficulties of constructing a consistent quantum

theory that contains a spin-2 graviton, the situation in string theory is that

we cannot not have a graviton. There is also the fact that string theories are

2It is an interesting question whether we can constrain the matter content allowed in a
quantum gravity by stipulating that it have a non-Gaussian fixed point.
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dual to gauge theories: the holographic reduction in degrees of freedom that

one expects in gravity (from horizon-entropy arguments and such) is explicitly

realized in AdS/CFT. Then there are the black hole entropy calculations done

from the string theory side which agree amazingly well. The bottomline is that

in all the situations that we have string theory under computational control, it

has exhibited the appropriate features of quantum gravity. It has also revealed

very interesting connections between the fundamental mathematical structures

that arise in theoretical physics, like (say) gauge theory and gravity. So it

seems reasonable that one should pursue string theory, even if it ultimately

turns out to be the meta-theory of all possible quantum gravities (whatever

that means), and not the quantum gravity3.

Back to the main line of this thesis, and onward with the cosmological

constant!

The cosmological constant is also a thorny problem when one tries to

define field theory or string theory in terms of an S-matrix. The difficulty here

is that an S-matrix is defined in terms of scattering states and these are usually

defined in an asymptotically flat spacetime. On the other hand, when there is

a positive cosmological constant, the spacetime is (with some qualifications)

asymptotically de Sitter, and has a horizon. So, at least naively, defining the

S-matrix is a difficult proposition.

The existence of the horizon has also been taken as an indication that

3Even the “landscape” and the associated anthropic questions might be a reflection of
this problem.
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the entropy of de Sitter is finite. One argument for this is based on holography,

which is the idea that there is a dimensional reduction in quantum gravity.

If we believe that the horizon area/entropy is the entropy of de Sitter, then

the finiteness of the horizon area suggests that the de Sitter Hilbert space is

finite dimensional. Then we have to confront the problem of defining a unitary

quantum theory such that the Hilbert space is a finite dimensional represen-

tation of the de Sitter isometry group. This is difficult because SO(4, 1), the

isometry group of de Sitter, is non-compact and does not allow unitary finite

dimensional representations.

Another angle on this problem is along the lines of the recent landscape-

type constructions. One allows the possibility that de Sitter is a long-lived

resonance or a meta-stable state in quantum gravity. Indeed, in string theory

constructions [6], the vacuum energy arises as the (local) minimum for the

potential for some scalar field, and such vacua are unstable through tunneling.

Just as the Coulomb barrier is enough to give most elements a long lifetime,

these constructions can in-principle give cosmologies with long enough life-

times.

In this thesis, we consider some of these problems. The first issue that

we look at is the classical stability of de Sitter-like compactifications. We look

at Freund-Rubin-like direct product spacetimes (dSp ×Sq) with fluxes. We do

a classical stability analysis and reproduce the results of [3, 4] to determine

the instability modes. After determining these modes we try an ansatz that

incorporates the radial instability mode, and do a numerical evolution. We see
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that for some values of the flux, the solution flows to another, stable Freund-

Rubin configuration, but for others, the sphere decompactifies.

Next, we turn to the question of defining quantum theory in de Sitter

space. As I have already mentioned, it is not clear a priori how one could get

finite dimensional unitary representations of the SO(4, 1) group, because it

is non-compact. One possible modification that one could try is to construct

a q-deformed version of the de Sitter group, as has been proposed in the

literature (Lowe et al.). It is known that for certain values of the parameter

q, quantum groups admit finite-dimensional representations, and this was the

ultimate philosophy behind pursuing this line of thought. But as a result of

our analysis, we find that for the standard one parameter q-deformation, the

values of q which give rise to unitary finite dimensional representations, do

not lead to an underlying (deformed) de Sitter space. This is a consequence of

the interplay between the quantum group, and the underlying space on which

it is defined. We have not bothered to extend this result to multi-parametric

deformations, instead we merely write down the multi-parametric quantum

algebra (the so-called Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra) for the complexified version of

SO(5). As far as I know, multi-parametric algebras (which are presumably

more useful to the physicist than the corresponding multi-parametric groups,

if at all these things ultimately turn out to be useful at all) are not available

in the literature. One possible relevance of multi-parametric algebras might

be in embedding the static patch of the observer in the full Hilbert space of

de Sitter. The technical aspects of this paragraph will be clarified in detail in

6



a later chapter.

One of the questions that could be asked in the context of a landscape

picture for the cosmological constant is the possibility of tunneling between

vacua. Before elaborating on it, we must mention one major caveat that goes

into any of the landscape arguments. The basic strategy in all these construc-

tions is to take a 10-D string theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau orientifold,

which gives rise to an N = 1, D = 4 supergravity as the low energy effective

theory. The crucial point about this effective field theory is that it arose as an

expansion around flat space. But now, we look for other solutions of this effec-

tive theory, which are not asymptotically flat. There have been arguments in

the literature [7] which indicate that this bootstrapping from the effective field

theory vacua to the true vacua of string theory, might not be entirely kosher :

the potential barriers between vacua could be infinitely high, the vacua might

belong to different Hamiltonians, etc. But we will cavalierly ignore those issues.

If everything goes perfectly, our aim (which is more bottom-up in flavor), will

be to see whether there are observable signatures of the landscape in our Uni-

verse. That the tunneling between vacua might leave an observable imprint,

perhaps in the CMB spectrum, is not a manifestly impossible scenario.

That is the ultimate goal, but we will not get that far in this work. We

will start by setting up the problem of evolution of a bubble in an inhomo-

geneous universe as a problem in general relativity. As a start, the question

we pose is: how is the evolution of the tunneling bubble affected if there are

inhomogeneities in the old Universe? This is a question that is of relevance in
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understanding whether inflation can prevail even in the presence of inhomo-

geneities. The problem is intractable in the general case, so we restrict it to a

case of spherical symmetry. We will be working with the only radially inhomo-

geneous, isotropic cosmology that I know of - one that was used by Peebles in

one of his old papers and which I will refer to as the Peebles metric. With this

metric, tracking the bubble evolution using the Israel junction conditions will

turn out to be too difficult for analytical methods after a stage. So then, we

will resort to numerical techniques. In doing the bubble evolution, we need to

make a choice of energy-momentum tensor on the shell, and ideally we would

like to derive that on field theory grounds because the bubble is the interface

between two phases. But because it is not vacuum on both sides of the shell,

this is a difficult thing to do. Instead, for now, we push the formalism all the

way and try to get an idea about the solution space for the bubble evolution

with certain artificial choices of energy-momentum tensor on the bubble.
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Chapter 2

Evolution of Unstable de Sitter Spacetimes

2.1 Introduction

It has been known since the work of Freund and Rubin [2] that when

an antisymmetric tensor field of dimension q−1 is added to gravity (Einstein-

Hilbert action), space-times of dimension p + q can naturally compactify to

product spaces of the form dSp × Sq.

Bousso, DeWolfe and Myers [4] derived analogous results when a posi-

tive cosmological constant is added to the gravitational action, and studied the

stability of these compactifications under gravitational perturbations. Their

analysis showed the stability to depend on the relative value of the flux com-

pared to the cosmological constant as well as on the dimension of the internal

space.

The unstable modes, at these compactifications, were identified in [4],

generalizing the work of [3]. Here, we try to track the evolution of these

instabilities. In doing so we will make the assumption that these remain the

only unstable modes throughout the evolution. A similar analysis, in the

absence of flux, was recently done by Contaldi, Kofman and Peloso [5].

This paper answers the questions about the fate of these configurations
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that was posed in the original paper of Bousso, DeWolfe and Myers. It is

unclear to what extent the lessons learned here translate into more realistic

models, e.g. [6, 8]. In fact, Giddings and Myers [15] have already studied

these types of models and argued that positive vacuum energy together with

extra dimensions render the four-dimensional space unstable toward decom-

patification of the extra dimensions. Our study is purely classical and does

not incorporate the effect of thermal fluctuations or tunneling.

After this work was completed, we learned that the time evolution of

these configurations had already been studied in the past [9, 10]. Our results

present a more complete analysis of all the initial conditions and agree with

them when these conditions overlap. The goal of these earlier papers was to

use the unstable mode as the inflaton mode.

In section 2 we present a summary of the solution described in [4] to

establish notation and state the problem. The classical perturbation theory

and the resulting mode equations are in an appendix, but the stable parameter

values for that system are presented as a table here. This is mostly a rehashing

of old work, made more specific for our problem. In section 3, we display a

more general solution of the equations of motion that reduces to the solutions

found in [4] and hence can interpolate between an unstable initial configuration

and a stable final state. In section 4, we will present the time evolution that

results from the numerical analysis.

10



2.2 Product Spacetimes with Flux

We will consider solutions of the following action;

S =
1

2

∫

dp+qx
√
−g(R − 2Λ − 1

2q!
FP1...PqF

P1...Pq) (2.1)

in units where MP in p+q dimensions has been set equal to 1. The cosmological

constant Λ will be assumed positive. FP1...Pq is a totally antisymmetric tensor

of rank q. Throughout this paper we adopt the notation that upper case Latin

indices run from 1 to p+ q, Greek indices run from 1 to p and lower case Latin

indices run from 1 to q. The equations of motion are

GMN =
1

2(q − 1)!
FMP1...Pq−1

F
P1...Pq−1

N − gMN (Λ +
1

4q!
FP1...PqF

P1...Pq) (2.2)

1√−g
∂M (

√−gF MP1...Pq−1) = 0 (2.3)

These equations admit a solution that is a product of two spaces, a Lorentzian

Kp and a Riemannian Sq:

ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dp−1x + R2
0dΩq (2.4)

Fq = c volSq

∮

volSq = Rq
0 Ωq (2.5)

To be consistent with the notation of [4] we will parametrize the solutions in

terms of

F =
c2

4Λ

Though F has been often referred to, in the literature, as the flux, it is clear

from (2.5) that the actual flux, with the normalization given above, is also a

11



function of the compactification radius R0. With a normalization that makes

the flux radius independent, Fq = c
Rq(t)

volSq , there are actually two static

solutions, instead of one, for some values of c. The equations of motion for the

Lorentzian scale factor, a(t) are:

(p − 1)(p − 2)

2

ȧ2

a2
+

(p − 1)(p − 2)

2

k

a2
= Λ + ΛF − q(q − 1)

2

1

R2
0

(2.6)

k = 1, 0,−1 corresponds to closed, flat or open spaces. The effective cosmo-

logical constant of the p dimensional Lorentzian space, Λp, is given by:

(p − 1)Λp =
2Λ

p + q − 2
(1 − (q − 1)F) (2.7)

Since Λ has been chosen positive, the effective cosmological constant will be

positive as long as

0 ≤ F <
1

q − 1
(2.8)

The radius of Sq is given by:

q − 1

R2
0

=
2Λ

p + q − 2
(1 + (p − 1)F) (2.9)

Two other immediate facts that come in handy for the computations

in the next section are,

Rµν =
2Λ

p + q − 2
[1 − (q − 1)F ]gµν (2.10)

Rαβ =
q − 1

R2
0

gαβ. (2.11)

The early Greek indices are along the internal directions, while the later ones,

along Kp. These formulae imply that both subspaces are Einstein spaces.
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2.3 Stability Modes of Product Spacetimes with Fluxes

In a later section, we will try an ansatz for the time-evolution of the

spacetimes presented above. Our ansatz will be dictated by the structure of

the instability modes, so now, we will do a classical small fluctuation analysis

of (2.2, 2.3) around the solution (2.4, 2.5). We will closely follow deWolfe et

al., except for the slight difference in our case that we have a cosmological

constant along with the fluxes. We work with a case that is slightly more

general than what we need: we look at an internal manifold Mq that is not

necessarily Sq. We start with the direct product spacetime and perturb the

corresponding metric-form system. The indices M, N, ... will run over all di-

rections, while µ, ν, .. are along the base spacetime and α, β, ... are along the

internal directions.

2.3.1 Fluctuations

We are interested in studying the stability of linearized fluctuations

around the background (2.4, 2.5). We consider the perturbations

δgµν = hµν = Hµν −
1

p − 2
gµνh

α
α , (2.12)

δgµα = hµα , δgαβ = hαβ, δAq−1 = aq−1 , δFq ≡ fq = daq−1 (2.13)

where we have defined a standard linearized Weyl shift on hµν in (2.12), and

Fq = dAq−1. All of these are functions of all p+q of the spacetime coordinates.

Notice that we have allowed (as etiquette demands) for the most general per-

turbation of the q-form, and now it might have legs in directions outside of

13



the internal manifold. It will be useful to decompose Hµν and hαβ into trace

and traceless parts:

Hµν = H(µν) +
1

p
gµνH

ρ
ρ , hαβ = h(αβ) +

1

q
gαβhγ

γ , (2.14)

where gµνH(µν) = gαβh(αβ) = 0. To (mostly1) fix the internal diffeomorphisms

and gauge freedom, we impose the de Donder-type gauge conditions

∇αh(αβ) = ∇αhαµ = 0 , (2.15)

as well as the Lorentz-type conditions

∇αaαβ2...βq−1
= ∇αaαβ2...βq−2µ = · · · = ∇αaαµ2...µq−1

= 0 . (2.16)

These are consistent choices because we expect to have p + q diffeomorphisms

to be fixed by a de Donder condition, and (p+q)!
q!

− (p+q−1)!
p!

gauge degrees of

freedom to be fixed by a generalized Lorentz condition. To see why the latter

must be true is a straightforward exercise in combinatorics, the lazy reader is

invited to take a look at p.33 of [11].

A generic gauge potential aα1...αnµn+1...µq−1
, viewed as an n-form on Mq

with additional Kp indices, can be expanded as the sum of an exact, a co-

exact and a harmonic form on Mq by the Hodge decomposition theorem. The

Lorentz conditions (2.16), which state that the form is co-exact, require the

1Besides unfixed p-dimensional diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations, extra con-
formal diffeomorphisms remain on Sq. These are related to the elimination of a k = 1 mode
in the coupled scalar sector.
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exact form in the decomposition to vanish, and hence the potentials can be

expanded as co-exact forms (curls) and harmonic forms:

aβ1...βnµn+1µq−1
= ǫ

α1α2...αq−n

β1...βn
∇α1

bα2...αq−nµn+1...µq−1
+ βharm

β1...βnµn+1µq−1
(2.17)

When the compact space is an Sq there are no nontrivial harmonic forms, but

they can appear for other Mq. In a succinct notation, we may write (2.16) and

(2.17) as

dq∗qa = 0 → a = ∗qdqb + βharm , (2.18)

where dq and ∗q are the exterior derivative and Hodge dual with respect to

the Mq space.

With these gauge choices, we may expand the fluctuations in spherical

harmonics (Mq is compact) as

H(µν)(x, y) =
∑

I

HI
(µν)(x)Y I(y) , Hµ

µ (x, y) =
∑

I

HI(x)Y I(y) ,(2.19)

h(αβ)(x, y) =
∑

I

φI(x)Y I
(αβ)(y) , hα

α(x, y) =
∑

I

πI(x)Y I(y) ,(2.20)

hµα(x, y) =
∑

I

BI
µ(x)Y I

α (y) , (2.21)

aβ1...βq−1
=

∑

I

bI(x) ǫα
β1...βq−1

∇αY I(y) , (2.22)

aµβ2...βq−1
=

∑

I

bI
µ(x) ǫαβ

β2...βq−1
∇[αY I

β](y) +

+
∑

h

βh
µ(x) ǫαβ

β2...βq−1
Y h

[αβ] , (2.23)

...

aµ1...µq−1
=

∑

I

bI
µ1...µq−1

(x)Y I(y) , (2.24)
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where I in each case is a generic label running over the possible spherical

harmonics of the appropriate tensor type, and h = 1 . . . bn(Mq) runs over

the harmonic n-forms on Mq for the gauge field with (n−1) Kp indices. The x

coordinates denotes Kp and the y coordinates are on Mq. We have not included

a term β(x) in (2.22) since compact Riemannian Einstein spaces with positive

curvature cannot possess harmonic one-forms. Following deWolfe et al., we

will also define

b(x, y) ≡
∑

I

bI(x)Y I(y) , bµα(x, y) ≡
∑

I

bI
µ(x)Y I

α (y) . (2.25)

2.3.2 Perturbed Einstein Equations and Form Equations

We now consider the Einstein equations to linear order in fluctuations,

as well as the form equations that mix with the graviton. The uncoupled form

equations are unnecessary for our purposes. We use the following notation:

x ≡ gµν∇µ∇ν , y ≡ gαβ∇α∇β, and Max Bµ ≡ xBµ − ∇ν∇µBν is the

Maxwell operator acting on vectors on Kp. Additionally, ∆y ≡ −(d†
qdq + dqd

†
q)

is the Laplacian2 acting on differential forms on Mp; for vectors, the explicit

form is ∆yYα ≡ yYα − R β
α Yβ. Further, f · ǫ ≡ fα1···αqǫ

α1···αq/q!.

For convenience, we present the linearized Ricci tensor in our conven-

tions:

R
(1)

MN = −1

2
[( x + y)hMN + ∇M∇NhP

P −∇M∇PhPN −∇N∇P hPM

− 2RMPQNhPQ − R P
M hNP − R P

N hMP ] .

(2.26)

2The negative sign respects the Kaluza-Klein literature.
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The sign conventions are that of Misner, Thorne and Wheeler [?]. We employ

Einstein’s equations in their Ricci form, RMN = T̄MN with T̄MN ≡ TMN +

1
2−D

gMN T P
P . For Rµν we find

R (1)
µν = −1

2
[( x + y)(Hµν −

1

p − 2
gµνh

γ
γ) + ∇µ∇ν(H

ρ
ρ − 2

p − 2
hγ

γ) −

− ∇µ∇ρ(Hρν −
1

p − 2
gρνh

γ
γ) −∇ν∇ρ(Hρµ − 1

p − 2
gρµh

γ
γ) − (2.27)

− R ρ
µ (Hρν −

1

p − 2
gρνh

γ
γ) − R ρ

ν (Hρµ − 1

p − 2
gρµh

γ
γ)] −

− 2Rµρσν(H
ρσ − 1

p − 2
gρσhγ

γ) ,

which must be equal to

T̄ (1)
µν = −c2(q − 1)

2(D − 2)
hµν + hαβ q(q − 1)c2

2(D − 2)q!
gµνǫαγ2···γqǫ

γ2···γq

β −

−c(q − 1)

(D − 2)
gµν (f · ǫ) +

2Λ

D − 2
hµν , (2.28)

resulting in the equation

−1

2
[( x + y)Hµν + ∇µ∇νH

ρ
ρ −∇µ∇ρHρν −∇ν∇ρHρµ −

−2RµρσνH
ρσ − R ρ

µ Hρν − R ρ
ν Hρµ] +

1

2(p − 2)
gµν( x + y)h

γ
γ (2.29)

− (q − 1)2

(p − 2)R2
gµνh

γ
γ +

(q − 1)2

(p − 1)R2
Hµν +

q − 1

D − 2
gµν ycb −

2Λ

D − 2
hµν = 0 .

For linearized Rµα, we find

R (1)
µα = −1

2
[ xhµα −∇µ∇νhνα − R ν

µ hνα + yhµα − R β
α hβµ

−∇α∇νhνµ + ∇µ∇α(Hρ
ρ − 2

p − 2
hγ

γ) −∇µ∇βhβα] , (2.30)
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which is sourced by

T̄ (1)
µα =

c

2(q − 1)!
fµβ2···βqǫ

β2···βq
α − c2(q − 1)

2(D − 2)
hµα (2.31)

=
c

2
∇µ∇αb +

c

2
( ybµα − R β

α bµβ) − c2(q − 1)

2(D − 2)
hµα . (2.32)

For Rαβ we have

R
(1)

αβ = −1

2
[( x + y)h(αβ) − 2Rαγδβh(γδ) − R γ

α h(γβ) − R γ
β h(γα)

+
1

q
gαβ( x + y)h

γ
γ − (2.33)

− (
2

q
+

2

p − 2
)∇α∇βh

γ
γ + ∇α∇βHµ

µ −∇α∇µhµβ −∇β∇µhµα] ,

while on the right-hand side, we find

T̄
(1)

αβ =
c

2(q − 1)!
(fαγ2···γqǫ

γ2···γq

β + fβγ2···γqǫ
γ2···γq

α ) +

+
c2(q − 1)

2(q − 1)!
(−hγδ)ǫαγθ3···θqǫ

θ3···θq

βδ − c2(q − 1)

2(D − 2)
(h(αβ) +

1

q
gαβhγ

γ) −

−c(q − 1)

(D − 2)
gαβ(f · ǫ) − q(q − 1)c2

2(D − 2)q!
gαβ(−hγδ)ǫγθ2···θqǫ

θ2···θq

δ

=
p − 1

D − 2
gαβ ycb +

q − 1

R2
h(αβ) −

(q − 1)2

qR2
gαβhγ

γ , (2.34)

where we have used (f · ǫ) = yb and fα1···αq = (f · ǫ)ǫα1···αq = ǫα1···αq yb.

We see that the modes of the graviton mix with the form modes b and

bµ. To solve the coupled systems, we must consider certain form equations as
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well. From the ∇MFMβ2...βq equation3, we find the expression

ǫ β2···βq
α

(

∇MfMβ2···βq − cgµνΓγ (1)
µν ǫγβ2···βq − cgγδΓ

θ (1)
γδ ǫθβ2···βq −

−c(q − 1)gγδΓ
θ (1)
γβ2

ǫδθβ3···βq

)

= 0 , (2.35)

where we use the linearized Christoffel symbol,

Γ
P (1)
MN =

1

2

(

∇MhP
N + ∇NhP

M −∇P hMN

)

. (2.36)

Contracting with the epsilon tensor on Mq, (2.35) gives

∇α[( x + y)b +
c

2
Hµ

µ − c(p − 1)

p − 2
hγ

γ ] + ∇µ[ ybµα − R β
α bµβ − chµα] = 0 .(2.37)

We have used ∇αbµα = 0 in obtaining the last expression. Finally, from the

∇MFMµβ3...βq equation,

∇MfMµβ3···βq − cgγαΓδ (1)
γµ ǫαδβ3···βq = 0 , (2.38)

which gives rise to

(

x + y −
2(q − 1)

R2

)

∇[αbβ]µ −∇ν∇µ∇[αbβ]ν − c∇[αBβ]µ (2.39)

+2R γ δ
α β ∇[γbδ]µ − Dβ3

Dνaµνβ4···βqǫ
β3···βq

αβ + ( xβµ −∇ν∇µβν) = 0 .

We now expand these fields in spherical harmonics and collect like terms.

Below we present the results, collecting related equations and indicating the

origin of each expression as follows: (E1), (E2) and (E3) for the Kp, mixed

3One may avoid explicit manipulation of Christoffel symbols by linearizing the equivalent
equation ∂M

√−gFMN2···Nq = 0.
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and Mq Einstein equations, and (F1) and (F2) for the form equations (2.37)

and (2.39), respectively.

Equations for the coupled scalars πI , bI and HI :

(E3)
[

(

x + y − 2(q−1)2

R2 + 4Λ
D−2

)

πI + y

(

HI − 2(D−2)
q(p−2)

πI
)

+ 2q(p−1)
(D−2) ycb

I
]

Y I =

= 0 (2.40)

(E3)
(

HI − 2(D−2)
q(p−2)

πI
)

∇(α∇β)Y
I = 0 , (2.41)

(F1) ∇α

(

xb
I + yb

I + c
2
HI − c(p−1)

(p−2)
πI
)

Y I = 0 , (2.42)

Equations for coupled vectors bI
µ, BI

µ:

(E2)
(

Max BI
µ + ∆yB

I
µ + ∆ycb

I
µ − 2(q−1)2

(p−1)R2 b
I
µ

)

Y I
α = 0 , (2.43)

(F2) ∇[α

(

Max bI
µ + ∆yb

I
µ − cBI

µ

)

Y I
β] = 0 . (2.44)

(F1)
(

∇µbI
µ∆y − c∇µBI

µ

)

Y I
α = 0 , (2.45)

(E3) (∇µBI
µ)∇(αY I

β) = 0 , (2.46)

Equations for symmetric tensors HI
µν :

(E1) (R
(1)

µν (HI
ρσ) − 1

2 yH
I
µν + (q−1)2

(p−1)R2 H
I
µν + (2.47)

1
2(p−2)

gµν( x + y)π
I − (q−1)2

(p−2)R2 gµνπ
I + (q−1)

(D−2)
gµν ycb

I)Y I = 0 ,

(E2)
(

−∇νHI
νµ + ∇µH

I − (p+q−2)
q(p−2)

∇µπ
I + ∇µcb

I
)

∇αY I = 0 , (2.48)

Note that in (2.47), R
(1)

µν is the linearized Ricci tensor for Kp only, evaluated
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on the field Hρσ. Finally, there remain a few decoupled equations:

(E3)
[

( x + y)δ
γ
αδδ

β − 2R γδ
α β

]

φIY I
(γδ) = 0 . (2.49)

(F2) (Max βh
µ)Y h

[αβ] = 0 , (2.50)

(F2) (∇νbI
νµ)∇[α∇β]Y

I = 0 . (2.51)

Notice that in passing from (2.39) to (2.44), we commuted the y through the

covariant derivative ∇α, which not only produced precisely the Laplacian ∆y

acting on vectors, but also canceled all terms in (2.39) involving the Riemann

tensor.

The interesting aspect of these results is that the properties of Mq enter

into almost all these formulas only through the dimension q and the radius R.

Consequently we will be able to treat these equations in a completely unified

way. The sole exception is the equation (2.49) for the scalars coming from

graviton modes on the compact space, which explicitly involves the Riemann

tensor on Mq. There is thus no guarantee that the modes φI will possess the

uniform stability properties for different choices of Mq. Indeed, it was shown

by deWolfe et al that for Mq = Sq these modes are harmlessly positive mass

for all q, while for any product Mq = Mn × Mq−n with q < 9 they contain an

instability. It should be born in mind here that for these modes, the equations

for their case and our case are identical, so the arguments go through without

modifications.
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2.3.3 Coupled scalars

In this section, we consider the system of modes associated with the

coupled scalars πI , bI and HI , equations (2.40), (2.41) and (2.42).

For certain low-lying scalar spherical harmonics Y I , some or all of their

derivatives appearing in the equations of section 2.3.2 may vanish. Let us first

treat the generic case where all derivatives of Y I in (2.40), (2.41) and (2.42)

are nonzero and hence the coefficients must vanish. Equation (2.41) then gives

us a constraint which may be used to eliminate HI in favor of πI . Substituting

into equation (2.42), we find

(

( x + y) bI − c
(q − 1)

q
πI

)

Y I = 0 , (2.52)

while the second term in parentheses vanishes in (2.40). We obtain from (2.40)

and (2.52) the coupled system

L2
x

(

bI/c
πI

)

= (p − 1)2

(

λI

(q−1)2
R2

q(q−1)
4qλI

(q−1)R2

λI

(q−1)2
+ 2

)

(

bI/c
πI

)

, (2.53)

where yY
I = −λIY I/R2; where λI ≥ 0. On diagonalizing this matrix we

obtain the mass spectrum

m2L2 =
(p − 1)2

(q − 1)2
[λ + (q − 1)(q − 1 ±

√

4λ + (q − 1)2)] . (2.54)

With the help of these equations, it is possible to map out the param-

eter regions for stability, and this has been done in [4]. The following table

summarizes the results as a function of the free dimensionless parameter F

and the dimension of the Riemannian space q.
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dSp × Sq R3,1 ×Sq AdSp × Sq

q unstable stable

2 0 ≤ F < 1
(p−1)

1
(p−1)

≤ F < 1 F = 1 1 < F
3 0 ≤ F < 1

2(p−1)
1

2(p−1)
≤ F < 1

2
F = 1

2
1
2

< F

4
0 ≤ F < 1

3(p−1)
,

1
2(p−1)

< F < 1
3

1
3(p−1)

≤ F < 1
2(p−1)

F = 1
3

1
3

< F

≥ 5 0 ≤ F < 1
q−1

– F = 1
q−1

1
q−1

< F

Not reflected in the previous table is the fact that the number of un-

stable modes increases as a function of q. For q = 2, and q = 3 there is only

one unstable mode. It corresponds to the radius of Sq. For q ≥ 4 other modes

became tachyonic as well.

2.4 Evolution of Unstable Spacetimes

There is a broader set of solutions to (2.2),(2.3), that do not correspond

to a product spacetime. They are of the form:

ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dp−1x + R(t)2dΩq (2.55)

Fq =
f

Rq(t)
volSq

∮

volSq = R(t)q Ωq (2.56)

In this case, the normalization of the differential form Fq is fixed by the equa-

tions of motion. The corresponding equations of motion are:

q(q − 1)

2R2
(1 + Ṙ2) +

(p − 1)(p − 2)

2

ȧ2

a2
+ q(p− 1)

Ṙ ȧ

R a
= Λ

(

1 +
β

ΛqR2q

)

(2.57)

q(q − 1)

2R2
(1 + Ṙ2) +

(p − 2)(p − 3)

2

ȧ2

a2
+ q(p − 2)

Ṙ ȧ

R a
+ (p − 2)

ä

a
+ q

R̈

R
=

= Λ

(

1 +
β

ΛqR2q

)

(2.58)
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(q − 2)(q − 1)

2R2
(1 + Ṙ2) +

(p − 1)(p − 2)

2

ȧ2

a2
+ (q − 1)(p − 1)

Ṙ ȧ

R a
+

+(p − 1)
ä

a
+ (q − 1)

R̈

R
= Λ

(

1 − β

ΛqR2q

)

(2.59)

where β
Λq = f2

4Λ
. To lighten these already complicated equations we have made

the assumption that k = 0, the generalization to k = ±1 is straightforward.

These equations can be reduced into an equation for the breathing mode of

the sphere, often called the radion: R(t)

R̈ = −dV (R)

dR
+

q + p − 2

p − 2

Ṙ2

R
(2.60)

∓ p − 1

p − 2
Ṙ

√

q(p + q − 2)

p − 1

Ṙ2

R2
− 2

p − 2

p − 1

[

q(q − 1)

2R2
− Λ

(

1 +
β

ΛqR2q

)]

where the potential

V (R) = − ΛR2

p + q − 2
+

(p − 1)

(q − 1)(p + q − 2)

β

(ΛR2)q−1
+ (q − 1) ln(R) (2.61)

The evolution of a(t) is given by:

ȧ

a
= − q

p − 2

Ṙ

R
± 1

p − 2

√

q(p + q − 2)

p − 1

Ṙ2

R2
− 2

p − 2

p − 1

[

q(q − 1)

2R2
− Λ(1 +

β

ΛqR2q
)

]

(2.62)

The initial conditions, i.e. the sign of ȧ
a

at Ṙ = 0, and R equal the radius

of the unstable point, decide which branch of the equations (2.60), (2.62) to

consider.

As long as the flux is nonvanishing and relatively small, 0 < βs, where

βs =
(q − 1)2q−1

p − 1

(

p + q − 2

2q

)q

(2.63)
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Figure 2.1: Potential for the field R(t) as a function of the flux, β, when p = 4,
and q = 2.

the radion potential will always have two stationary solutions, one stable and

one unstable. There is a solution to the equations of motion that corresponds

to the field R(t) sitting on the maximum. In this case, the geometry factorizes

and corresponds to a dSp ×Sq space. There are also solutions that correspond

to R(t) sitting in the minimum. In these cases, the corresponding geometry

also factorizes into the product of the spaces Lp×Sq. The Lorentzian signature

space will be a (A)dS or flat Minkowski depending on the value of β. In

particular, for βm < β < βs, where

βm =
(q − 1)2q−1

2q
(2.64)

the Lorentzian signature space will also be a de Sitter space.

We are interested in studying the evolution of the unstable solutions

away from the maximum. The equations (2.60),(2.62) will capture such an
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Figure 2.2: Value of ȧ2

a2 at the stationary points as a function of the initial
condition β. The upper branch corresponds to the unstable point and the
lower branch corresponds to the stable point. (Case p = 4, q = 2.)

evolution provided that R(t) is indeed the only mode excited along the path

away from the maximum. The analysis of [4] proves that this is indeed the

only excited mode around the extrema of the potential, provided that q = 2, 3,

for q ≥ 4 there will be other unstable modes. In this work we will restrict our

attention to the first two cases, and leave the analysis of q ≥ 4 to future work.

2.5 Results

In this section we report on the numerical solution of the equations

(2.60), (2.62). It is useful to distinguish between two cases:

• When the minimum of the potential corresponds to another de Sitter

solution (βm < β < βs)

• When the minimum of the potential corresponds to an Anti de Sitter
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Figure 2.3: Numerical evolution for p = 4, q = 2, β = 0.3. The arrows indicate
the direction of time evolution.

solution (0 < β < βm)

2.5.1 βm < β < βs

Let us choose the initial condition such that ȧ/a > 0, namely, we start

with an expanding de Sitter space. The numerical analysis shows that the

evolution from the unstable dSp ×Sq in this case leads either to a decompact-

ification of the compact dimensions, or to another, stable dSp × Sq solution,

see Figure 2.3.

In the case of decompactification, the expansion rate of the radius of

the sphere Sq asymptotes to:

Ṙ

R
=

√

2Λ

(D − 1)(D − 2)
(2.65)

where D = p+ q. It is interesting to note that this expansion rate matches the
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Figure 2.4: Flux β as a function of parameter F , when p = 4 and q = 2.

asymptotic effective Hubble constant for the de Sitter space, i.e. Ṙ/R = ȧ/a

as R, a → ∞. This agrees with the result found in [5], because this fast

evolution erases all the information about the initial flux. The other direction

of evolution from the unstable dSp ×Sq, with these initial conditions, leads to

a stable dSp × Sq solution. The two solutions are characterized by the same

value of β. Namely, for a static solution we have:

β/Λq = FR2q (2.66)

R2 =
(q − 1)(D − 2)

2Λ[1 + (p − 1)F ]
(2.67)

For a particular value of β we have two static solutions related by:

Ff

Fi

=

(

1 + (p − 1)Ff

1 + (p − 1)Fi

)q

(2.68)
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The stable solution will always have a smaller radius R than the initial, un-

stable one. The two are related by:

R2
f =

1 + (p − 1)Fi

1 + (p − 1)Ff

R2
i (2.69)

The effective cosmological constant for the de Sitter is given by (2.7), and it

therefore changes:
(

ȧ

a

)2

f

=
1 + (1 − q)Ff

1 + (1 − q)Fi

(

ȧ

a

)2

i

(2.70)

In particular, for p = 4 and q = 2 we have:

Ff =
1

9Fi
(2.71)

R2
f =

2

Λ
− R2

i = 3FiR
2
i (2.72)

(

ȧ

a

)2

f

=
(9Fi − 1)

9Fi(1 − Fi)

(

ȧ

a

)2

i

(2.73)

Λ4f =
Λ4i − 4

27
Λ

6Λ4i − Λ
Λ (2.74)

Notice, that the final effective cosmological constant can be made very

small compared with the initial. An analogous transition is known in the

literature in the context of braneworlds. The radius of the internal sphere will

remain, however, within the same order of magnitude of the initial one. Let

us compare the entropies of the initial and the final solution:

S(dS4 × S2)f

S(dS4 × S2)i
=

A(dS4)f × V (S2)f

A(dS4)i × V (S2)i
=

(1 −Fi)(1 + 3Fi)

(1 −Fi)(1 + 3Fi)
= 27(Fi)

2 1 − Fi

9Fi − 1
> 1

(2.75)
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Figure 2.5: The evolution of effective Hubble rate for p = 4, q = 2. (The
colors match the numerical evolution in Figure 2.3)
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Figure 2.6: Numerical evolution for p = 4, q = 2, β = 0.3
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Figure 2.7: Numerical evolution for p = 4, q = 2, β = 0.15 or equivalently
Anti de Sitter minimum.
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Figure 2.8: Numerical evolution for p = 4, q = 2, β = 0.15 or equivalently
Anti de Sitter minimum.
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as long as, 1
9

< Fi < 1
3
, which corresponds to our initial unstable static

solution.

Now let’s look at the situation where the initial conditions are chosen

such that the de Sitter component of the space is initially contracting, ȧ/a < 0

(See Figure 2.6). In this case, the numerical evolution shows that the internal

dimensions necessarily decompactify, while the initial de Sitter dimensions

keep contracting. This result may appear surprising, at first, when the initial

velocity at the unstable point is taken to be negative, i.e. Ṙ < 0. These initial

conditions choose the negative branch in (2.62) and hence the positive branch

in (2.60). The friction force in (2.60) is then big enough to overcome the force

generated by the potential.

The crunching solution should (2.55) asymptotically become a Kasner

type solution. We did not use this ansatz in the numerical analysis that led

to Figure 2.6.

2.5.2 0 < β < βm

When the flux β is very small, only one of the static solutions corre-

sponds to a de Sitter compactification, the other solution corresponds to an

anti de Sitter space. In this case the numerical solution in both branches

(either initially contracting (Figure 2.8), or expanding (Figure 2.7) de Sitter

phase) leads to a decompactification of the inner space, while the initially de

Sitter components either expand or contract, depending on the initial condi-

tions and the initial direction of the numerical evolution. This is a sensible
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result. The classical trajectories studied here cannot connect spaces with dif-

ferent spacial curvatures. Given the ansatz for the metric (2.55) the initial de

Sitter configuration can be either flat or closed while the final anti de Sitter

configuration has to be open.
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Chapter 3

Quantum Groups in de Sitter Space

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the introduction, observations indicate that our Uni-

verse is currently in a regime of accelerated expansion, and that we might be

living in an asymptotically deSitter spacetime[12, 13]. From the perspective

of a co-moving observer, deSitter spacetime has a cosmological horizon and

an associated finite entropy [12, 17]. Finiteness of entropy suggests finite di-

mensionality of the Hilbert space, but since the isometry group of deSitter is

non-compact and therefore has no finite dimensional unitary representations,

we immediately have a problem in our hands [16, 14].

One idea that has been proposed as a way out of this is to look for

q-deformations [18, 19, 20, 21] of the isometry group which might admit finite

dimensional unitary representations. When the deformation parameter(s) are

taken to → 1, we recover the classical group. It is known that the standard

q-deformations of (complexified and therefore non-compact) classical groups

have finite dimensional unitary representations when q is a root of unity[22,

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29].

In this chapter, we first look at how the geometric structure of the
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underlying deSitter space is modified when its symmetry group is deformed. It

turns out that a deformed symmetry group necessitates a deformed differential

calculus on the underlying space in order for the differential structure to be

covariant with respect to the new q-symmetry. In section 3.2, we will make use

of the work by Zumino et al. [30, 31] to explicitly write down the differential

calculus on the quantum Euclidean space underlying the deformed1 SO(5;C).

Quantum groups are defined through their actions2 on complex vector spaces,

and so we need to start with SO(5;C) before restricting to an appropriate real

form to obtain SO(4, 1).

To obtain this real form, we need to choose a “∗-structure” (conjuga-

tion) on the algebra [32, 35]. We do this for the one-parameter case in section

3.3 and get SO(4, 1)q. The definition of conjugation that is necessary for

imposing the reality condition on the group elements, induces a conjugation

on the underlying quantum space as well. Using this we can choose our co-

ordinates to be real, and by imposing an SO(4, 1)q-covariant constraint on the

quantum space we get a definition of quantum deSitter space. This is analo-

gous to the imposition of −(X0)2 +(X i)2 = 1 on a five-dimensional Minkowski

space (thought of as a normed real vector space) to get the classical deSitter

space.

The interesting thing is that the allowed real form of SO(5;C)q which

1We work this out for a multi-parametric deformation, the one-parameter deformation
can be obtained in the limit when the parameters are identical.

2To be precise we should say co-actions, but we are using the word loosely.
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gives rise to SO(4, 1) in the q → 1 limit is constrained by the condition that

q be real. But the representation theory of standard quantum groups allows

finite-dimensional representations only when the deformation parameter is a

root of unity[29, 28]. This suggests that to get finite dimensional Hilbert

spaces that could possibly be useful for deSitter physics, we might need to look

for non-standard deformations. Or it might be an indication that quantum

mechanics in deSitter space is too pathological to make sense even after q-

deformation.

Later in this chapter, we embark on a different project in the context

of quantum groups in de Sitter space: we write down the multi-parametric

algebra (as opposed to multi-parametric group) for deformed, complexified

SO(5). The rationale for doing this is that in the coordinate system of a static

observer in deSitter, the manifest isometries are SO(3) and a time-translation

(see Appendix A). So one of the questions we need to answer when we quantize

in deSitter, is to understand how the static observer and the full de Sitter are

related to each other. It is hoped that somehow a multi-parametric algebra

might be the first step towards understanding the representation theory of

these two Hilbert spaces in relation to each other. In any event, the algebra

for multi-parametric q-groups seem to have not been written down in the

literature.

The usual one-parameter q-deformation for a Lie Algebra is the Drinfeld-

Jimbo Algebra. We will be interested in a construction of this algebra starting

with a dual description in terms of R-matrices: using the Faddeev-Reshetikhin-
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Takhtadzhyan [32] approach. What we will do is to think of the DJ algebras

as defined by the FRT method, and then extend that definition by using a

generalized, multi-parametric R-matrix [33, 34]. We will do this explicitly for

B2 and the result will be a multi-parametric generalization of the DJ algebra

for B2 (which is the same as SO(5) at the level of complexified algebras).

3.2 Differential Calculus on the Quantum Euclidean Space

Following [30], we will consider deformations of the differential structure

of the underlying space (with co-ordinates xk, k = 1, 2, ...N) by introducing

matrices B, C and F (built of numerical coefficients) such that

Bkl
mnxmxn = 0, (3.1)

∂lx
k = δk

l + Ckm
ln xn∂m, (3.2)

∂n∂mF mn
kl = 0. (3.3)

In the limit when there is no deformation, these matrices should tend to the

limits

Bkl
mn → (δk

mδl
n − δl

mδk
n), (3.4)

C lk
nm → δk

nδ
m
l , (3.5)

F mn
kl → (δn

k δm
l − δn

l δm
k ), (3.6)

so that we have the usual algebra of coordinates and their derivatives. We

could also deform the commutation relations for 1-forms and exterior differen-

tials, but these follow straightforwardly from the matrices B, C and F upon
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imposing natural properties like Leibniz rule etc. So we will not concern our-

selves with them here.

To construct a calculus on the space that is covariant under the co-

action of a quantum group, we will use the R-matrix of the appropriate quan-

tum group to define our matrices B, C and F . To do this, we first look at

the matrix3 R̂, which is related to the R-matrix through R̂ij
kl ≡ Rji

kl. This R̂

satisfies the quantum Yang-Baxter equation by virtue of the fact that R does:

R̂12R̂23R̂12 = R̂23R̂12R̂23. (3.7)

It has a characteristic equation of the form:

(R̂ − µ1I)(R̂ − µ2I)...(R̂ − µmI) = 0. (3.8)

It turns out that we can meet all the consistency requirements that B, C and

F should satisfy in order for them to define a consistent deformation, if we set

C = −R̂/µα, (3.9)

B = F =
∏

β(6=α)

(R̂ − µβI), (3.10)

with some choice of the eigenvalue µα. With these definitions, the consistency

conditions become automatic because R̂ satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation.

3R̂ is also often called the R-matrix, but we will not do so to avoid confusion.
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The multi-parametric[33] R-matrix for SO(2n + 1) [32, 34] looks like

R = q

2n+1
∑

i6=i′

Eii ⊗ Eii + q−1

2n+1
∑

i6=i′

Eii ⊗ Ei′i′ + En+1,n+1 ⊗ En+1,n+1 +

+
2n+1
∑

i<j, i6=j′

q

rij
Eii ⊗ Ejj +

2n+1
∑

i>j, i6=j′

rij

q
Eii ⊗ Ejj +

+ (q − q−1)
[

2n+1
∑

i>j

Eij ⊗ Eji −
2n+1
∑

i>j

qρi−ρjEij ⊗ Ei′j′

]

. (3.11)

For SO(5), n = 2, i and j run from 1 to 5, and Eij is the 5 × 5 matrix

with 1 in the (i, j)-position and 0 everywhere else. The symbol ⊗ stands

for tensoring of two matrices. We define i′ = 6 − i and j′ = 6 − j. The

deformation parameters are q and rij and they are not all independent: rii = 1,

rji = q2/rij and rij = q2/rij′ = q2/ri′j = ri′j′. These relations basically

imply that rij with i < j ≤ n determine all the deformation parameters.

It should be noted that when all the independent deformation parameters

are set equal to each other (= q), then the R-matrix reduces to the usual

one parametric version. In the case of SO(5), the multi-parametric R-matrix

has only two independent parameters, which we will call r and q. Finally,

(ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρ5) = (3/2, 1/2, 0,−1/2,−3/2).

The quantum group is defined in terms of matrices T = (tij) so that

RT1T2 = T2T1R where T1 = T ⊗ I and T2 = I ⊗ T . For deforming orthogonal

groups we also need to specify a norm that is left invariant under the quantum

group elements. This is done through the introduction of the matrix Ĉ (not to

be confused with the C introduced earlier) so that T tĈT = T ĈT t = Ĉ where
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(for the specific case of SO(5))

Ĉ =













q−3/2

q−1/2

1
q1/2

q3/2













. (3.12)

We can use an SO(5)q,r invariant constraint of the form xtĈx =constant

(where x = {xi}) to define invariant subspaces of the Euclidean space. With

appropriate reality conditions, this can give rise to different signatures in the

classical limit.

Using the R-matrix defined above, we can define the R̂ matrix for

our quantum orthogonal space and when r 6= q, it turns out to have five

distinct eigenvalues. Of these, 1/q4,−1/q and q are eigenvalues even in the

one-parameter case, but
−1+q2+

√
(−1+q2)2+4r2

2q
, and

(−1+q2)r−
√

4q4+(−1+q2)2r2

2qr
exist

only when r 6= q. By explicit computation using (3.9, 3.10) and (3.1, 3.2, 3.3)

we find that the choice of µα that gives rise to a non-degenerate deformation of

the calculus in the one parameter limit (i.e., when r → q) is µα = −1/q. Also

(not surprisingly), it turns out that µα = −1/q generates a non-degenerate

algebra even in the multi-parameter case. This is the case we will write down

in the appendix. The interesting thing is that when r 6= q, there are some other

choices of µα which lead to consistent algebras, which become degenerate4 in

the r → q limit (i.e, when the multi-parametric deformation reduces to the

single-parameter case). In other words, there are some algebras that exist only

4i,e., the algebra relations turn into 0 = 0.
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in the multi-parametric case and not in the single-parameter case.

This and the other computations done in this article were implemented

using the Mathematica package NCALGEBRA (version 3.7) [39]. The explicit

form of the algebra is relegated to an appendix.

3.3 Choice of Real Form for the One-parameter Case

So far we have worked with complexified groups and their deformations.

But since we are interested in SO(4, 1) which is a specific real form of SO(5;C),

we need to impose a reality condition on the q-group elements. For that, we

need a definition of conjugation (∗-structure). The ∗-structure on the quantum

group will induce a conjugation on the underlying quantum space, and we want

our co-ordinates to be real under this conjugation. In a basis where the co-

ordinates and the quantum group elements are real, we can write down the

metric Ĉ. If the signature of that metric in the q → 1 limit is {− + + + +},

we have the real form that we are looking for. This is the program we will

resort to, for writing down SO(4, 1)q. In this section, we will be working in

the single-parameter context.

Using [32, 35], we define a ∗-structure5 by the relation

T ∗ ≡ DĈtTĈtD−1 (3.13)

5A conjugation ∗ on a Hopf algebra A is an algebra anti-automorphism, i.e., ∗(ηa.b) =
η̄(∗(b)).(∗(a)) for all a, b ∈ A and η ∈ C, that also happens to be a co-algebra automorphism,
∆(∗) = (∗ ⊗ ∗)(∆), ǫ(∗) = ǫ and an involution, ∗2 =identity.
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where

D =













1
1

−1
1

1













.

The idea here is this: from FRT [32], we know of the conjugation ⋆, which is

defined by T ⋆ ≡ ĈtTĈt. Since it is known that ⋆ does not lead to the real form

that we are looking for, we use the involution D, to create a new conjugation

from ⋆. D can be shown to respect all Hopf algebra structures: it is a Hopf

algebra automorphism. Before we go further, it should also be mentioned that

in order for the conjugation ⋆ to preserve the RTT equations, the R-matrix

should satisfy R̄ij
kl = Rlk

ji which works if q ∈ R.

Using the fact that quantum groups co-act on the quantum space,

we can induce a conjugation on the quantum space which turns out to be

x∗ = ĈtDx. As per our program, our next step would be to find a linear

transformation

x → x′ = Mx (3.14)

T → T ′ = MTM−1 (3.15)

such that x′, T ′ are real under their respective conjugations. Under such a

transformation, the metric Ĉ must go to

Ĉ → Ĉ ′ = (M−1)tĈM−1. (3.16)
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One can check that an M that can do this is,

M =
1√
2













1 1
1 1

i
√

2
i −i

i −i













and under it, the matrix Ĉ goes to

Ĉ ′ =

















1
2q3/2 + q3/2

2
0 0 0 i

2q3/2 − iq3/2

2

0 1
2q1/2 + q1/2

2
0 i

2q1/2 − iq1/2

2
0

0 0 −1 0 0

0 − i
2q1/2 + iq1/2

2
0 1

2q1/2 + q1/2

2
0

− i
2q3/2 + iq3/2

2
0 0 0 1

2q3/2 + q3/2

2

















.

It is clear that when q → 1, we get the correct signature with one negative

and four positive eigenvalues. So we finally have a complete definition of our

quantum deSitter space.

We note here that it is not obvious that all the real forms of the classical

groups exist after q-deformation. Twietmeyer [36] and Aschieri [35] have clas-

sified the possible real forms of SO(2n+1)q, and they find that for real values

of q there are 2n real forms (our deSitter belongs to this category), and for

|q| = 1 there is only one real form, namely SO(n, n + 1)q. Since we expect to

get finite dimensional representations of quantum groups only when q is a root

of unity6, for SO(5), these are allowed only for anti-deSitter space[25, 26, 27]:

with isometry group SO(2, 3). DeSitter symmetry group can occur only if we

choose q to be real, as we saw explicitly.

6At other values of q, the representation theory of quantum groups is “pretty much
isomorphic” to the representation theory of classical groups.
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As already stressed, it might be possible to skirt this issue by working

with more generic (multi-parametric or otherwise) deformations and corre-

sponding ∗-structures. But we will not be pursuing those lines here. Maybe

deSitter should only be looked at as a resonance or a metastable state in some

fundamental theory like string theory.

3.4 Multiparametric Deformation of de Sitter Isometry

Now we turn to a new problem, namely the construction of a multi-

parametric (“Drinfeld-Jimbo”) algebra for the complexified de Sitter group.

The motivation for looking at this problem was discussed in the introduction

to this chapter, so we turn to the problem straightaway.

3.4.1 One-parameter DJ Algebra and its Dual Description

Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra is a deformation of the universal enveloping al-

gebra of the Lie algebra of a classical group. A universal enveloping algebra is

the algebra spanned by polynomials in the generators, modulo the commuta-

tion relations. When we deform it, we mod out by a set of deformed relations,

instead of the usual commutation relations. These relations are what define

the DJ algebra. When the deformation parameter tends to the limit unity, the

algebra reduces to the universal enveloping algebra of the usual Lie algebra.

We will write down the algebra relations in the so-called Chevalley-

Cartan-Weyl basis. The rest of the generators of the Lie Algebra can be

generated through commutations between these. The Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra
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is constructed as a deformation of the relations between the Chevalley gener-

ators. So without any further ado, lets write down the form of the DJ algebra

[29] for a generic semi-simple Lie algebra g of rank l and Cartan matrix (aij).

In what follows, q is a fixed non-zero complex number (the deformation pa-

rameter), and qi = qdi , with di = (αi, αi) where αi are the simple roots of the

Lie algebra. The norm used in the definition of di is the norm defined in the

dual space of the Cartan sub-algebra, through the Killing form. These are all

defined in standard references [38, 29]. The indices run from 1 to l.

With these at hand we can define the Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra Uq(g) as

the algebra generated by Ei, Fi, Ki, K−1
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and the defining relations,

KiKj = KjKi, KiK
−1
i = K−1

i Ki, (3.17)

KiEj = qi
aijEjKi, KiFj = qi

−aijFjKi, (3.18)

EiFj − FjEi = δij
Ki − Ki

−1

qi − q−1
i

, (3.19)

1−aij
∑

r=0

(−1)r[[1 − aij ; r]]qi
E

1−aij−r
i EjE

r
i = 0, i 6= j, (3.20)

1−aij
∑

r=0

(−1)r[[1 − aij ; r]]qi
F

1−aij−r
i FjF

r
i = 0, i 6= j, (3.21)

with
[[

n; r
]]

q
=

[n]q!

[r]q![n − r]q!
(3.22)

and

[n]q =
qn − q−n

q − q−1
, [n]q! = [1]q[2]q...[n]q, [0]q ≡ 1. (3.23)
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The relations containing only the Es or the F s are called Serre relations

and they should be thought of as the price that we have to pay in order to write

the algebra relations entirely in terms of the Chevalley generators. Sometimes,

it is useful to write Ki as qHi
i . In the limit of q → 1, the DJ algebra relations

reduce to the Lie Algebra relations written in the Chevalley basis, with Hi’s

the generators in the Cartan subalgebra and the Ei’s and Fi’s the raising and

lowering operators.

We will be interested in the specific case of SO(5) (Cartan’s B2), and

we will rewrite the DJ algebra Uq1/2(so(5)) for that case in a slightly different

form for later convenience:

k1k2 = k2k1, k−1
1 = qH1+H2/2, k−1

2 = qH2/2 (3.24)

k1E1 = q−1E1k1, k2E1 = qE1k2, (3.25)

k1E2 = E2k1, k2E2 = q−1E2k2, (3.26)

k1F1 = qF1k1, k2F1 = q−1F1k2, (3.27)

k1F2 = F2k1, k2F2 = qF2k2, (3.28)

[E1, F1] =
k2k

−1
1 − k−1

2 k1

q − q−1
, [E2, F2] =

k−1
2 − k2

q1/2 − q−1/2
. (3.29)

The Serre relations take the form:

E2
1E2 − (q + q−1)E1E2E1 + E2E

2
1 = 0 (3.30)

E1E
3
2 − (q + q−1 + 1)E2E1E

2
2 + (q + q−1 + 1)E2

2E1E2 − E3
2E1 = 0 (3.31)

with analogous expressions for the F s.
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Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra is one way to describe a “quantum group”. An-

other way to do this is to work with the groups directly and deform the group

structure using the R-matrices, rather than to deform the universal enve-

lope of the Lie algebra. It turns out that both these approaches are dual to

each other, and one can obtain the DJ algebra by starting with R-matrices.

Faddeev-Reshetikhin-Takhtadzhyan have constructed a formalism for working

with the R-matrices, and to construct the DJ algebra starting from the dual

approach. So, a natural place to look for when trying to generalize the DJ

algebra of SO(5) is to look at this dual construction and try to see whether it

admits any generalizations.

In the rest of this section, we will review the construction of the DJ

algebra starting with the R-matrices. In the next section, we will start with

a multi-parametric generalization of the R-matrix for SO(5) and follow an

analogous procedure to obtain the multi-parametric SO(5) DJ algebra.

As already mentioned, the deformation of the group structure is done

in the dual picture through the introduction of the R-matrix. The duality

between the two approaches is manifested through the so-called L-functionals

[29]. If one defines the L-functionals as certain matrices constructed from

the DJ algebra generators, then the R-matrix and the L-functionals would

together satisfy certain relations (which we will call the duality relations), as

a consequence of the fact that the generators satisfy the DJ algebra. Con-

versely, we could start with L-functionals thought of as matrices with previ-

ously unconstrained matrix elements, and then the duality relations would be
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the statement that the matrix elements should satisfy the DJ algebra. Thus,

the L-functionals, together with the duality relations is equivalent to the DJ

algebra.

For any R-matrix, we can define an algebra A(R), with N(N + 1)

generators l+ij , l−ij , i ≤ j, j = 1, 2, ..., N , and defining relations

L±
1 L±

2 R = RL±
2 L±

1 , L−
1 L+

2 R = RL+
2 L−

1 (3.32)

l+ii l
−
ii = l−ii l

+
ii = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., N (3.33)

where the matrices L± ≡ (l±ij) and l+ij = 0 = l−ji, for i > j (that is, they

are upper or lower triangular). The subscripts 1 and 2 have the following

meaning: L+
1 stands for L+ tensored with the N × N identity matrix, and

L+
2 stands for the N × N identity matrix tensored with L+. So the matrix

multiplication with R is well-defined because the R-matrix is an N2 × N2

matrix. The above relations will be referred to as the duality relations. It

turns out that this algebra has a Hopf algebra structure with comultiplication

∆(l±ij) =
∑

k l±ik ⊗ l±kj, counit ǫ(l±ij) = δij , and antipode S(L±) = (L±)−1.

Now, lets choose the R-matrix in the above case to be the one-parameter

R-matrix for SO(N), with N = 2n + 1.

R = q

2n
∑

i6=i′

Eii ⊗ Eii + q−1

2n
∑

i6=i′

Eii ⊗ Ei′i′ + En+1,n+1 ⊗ En+1,n+1 +

+
2n
∑

i6=j,j′

Eii ⊗ Ejj +

+ (q − q−1)
[

2n
∑

i>j

Eij ⊗ Eji −
2n
∑

i>j

qρi−ρjEij ⊗ Ei′j′

]

. (3.34)
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Most of the notation should be clear from the earlier sections, but we repeat

the explanations here for convenience. Eij is the 2n× 2n matrix with 1 in the

(i, j)-position and 0 everywhere else, and the symbol ⊗ stands for tensoring of

two matrices. i′ = 2n + 2− i and similarly for j′. The deformation parameter

is q. Finally, (ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρ2n) = (n− 1/2, n− 3/2, ..., 1/2, 0,−1/2, ...,−n+1/2).

Let I(so(N)) be the two-sided ideal in A(R) generated by

L±Ct(L±)t(C−1)t = I = Ct(L±)t(C−1)tL± (3.35)

where I is the identity matrix, and the metric C defines a length in the vector

space where the quantum matrices are acting. C provides the constraint aris-

ing from the fact that the underlying classical group is an orthogonal group:

TC−1T tC = I = C−1T tCT for quantum matrices T (see [34]). For SO(N),

C = (Ci
j), Ci

j = δij′q
−ρi (3.36)

with j′ and ρi are as defined above.

Now, I(so(N)) is a Hopf ideal of A(R) [29], so the quotient A(R)/I(so(N))

is also a Hopf algebra which we will call UL
q (so(N)). Now, there is a theorem

which says that UL
q (so(N)) is isomorphic to Uq1/2(so(2n + 1)), which is the

DJ algebra for SO(2n + 1) with deformation parameter q1/2. Explicitly, this

isomorphism can be written down as,

l+ii = q−H′

i , l+i′i′ = qH′

i , l+n+1,n+1 = l−n+1,n+1 = 1,

l+k,k+1 = (q − q−1)q−H′

kEk , l+2n−k+1,2n−k+2 = −(q − q−1)qH′

k+1Ek,

l−k+1,k = −(q − q−1)Fkq
H′

k , l−2n−k+2,2n−k+1 = (q − q−1)Fkq
−H′

k+1,
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l+n,n+1 = (q1/2 + q−1/2)1/2(q1/2 − q−1/2)q−H′

nEn,

l+n+1,n+2 = −q−1/2(q1/2 + q−1/2)1/2(q1/2 − q−1/2)En,

l−n+1,n = −(q1/2 + q−1/2)1/2(q1/2 − q−1/2)FnqH′

n ,

l−n+2,n+1 = q1/2(q1/2 + q−1/2)1/2(q1/2 − q−1/2)Fn

Here, i = 1, 2, ..., n as always, and 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1. H ′
i = Hi+Hi+1+ ...+Hn−1+

Hn/2. The above relations (which we will call the isomorphism relations)

define the relations between elements of the L matrices and the Chevalley-

Cartan-Weyl generators. Sometimes it will be convenient to call q−H′

i as ki

because it makes comparison with SO(5) DJ algebra (written earlier) more

direct.

3.4.2 The Multi-parametric Algebra

Our procedure for constructing the multi-parametric algebra is straight-

forward. Instead of using the usual one-parametric R-matrices in the duality

relations, we use the multi-parametric R-matrices that Schirrmacher has writ-

ten down [34]. We keep the isomorphism relations to be the same as above

and use the duality relations to define the new multi-parametric algebra.

In principle this procedure could be done for all the multi-parametric R-

matrices of all the different Cartan groups using their associated isomorphism

relations. We have endeavored to do this procedure for only the case of SO(5),

but at least for the smaller Cartan groups, the exact same procedure can be

performed on a computer using the appropriate R-matrices. To write down the
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form of the multi-parametric DJ algebra for a generic semisimple Lie algebra

is an interesting problem which we have not attempted to tackle here.

The multi-parametric R-matrix for SO(2n+1) (which for our purposes

is the same thing as Bn) was written down earlier, but we repeat it here.

R = r

2n
∑

i6=i′

Eii ⊗ Eii + r−1
2n
∑

i6=i′

Eii ⊗ Ei′i′ + En+1,n+1 ⊗ En+1,n+1 +

+

2n
∑

i<j, i6=j′

r

qij
Eii ⊗ Ejj +

2n
∑

i>j, i6=j′

qij

r
Eii ⊗ Ejj +

+ (r − r−1)
[

2n
∑

i>j

Eij ⊗ Eji −
2n
∑

i>j

rρi−ρjEij ⊗ Ei′j′

]

. (3.37)

The deformation parameters are r and qij and they are not all independent:

qii = 1, qji = r2/qij and qij = r2/qij′ = r2/qi′j = qi′j′. These relations basically

imply that qij with i < j ≤ n determine all the deformation parameters. It

should be noted that when all the independent deformation parameters are

set equal to each other (= q), then the R-matrix reduces to the usual one

parametric version. In the case of SO(5), the multi-parametric R-matrix has

only two independent parameters, which we will call r and q.

The Mathematica package NCALGEBRA (version 3.7)[39] was used

extensively to do the computations, since the matrix elements (being gener-

ators of an algebra) are not commuting objects. The first task is to obtain

the duality relations between the matrix elements explicitly. The L matrices

are chosen to be upper and lower triangular. The task is straightforward but

tedious because the duality relations are 25 by 25 matrix relations for the case
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of SO(5). So one has to scan through the resulting output to filter out the

relations that are dual to the relations between the Chevalley-Cartan-Weyl

generators. Doing the calculation for the single-parameter case will give a hint

about which relations are relevant in writing down the algebra.

The first line of the isomorphism relations (for the specific case of

SO(5)) implies that we can use k1, k2, 1, k
−1
2 and k−1

1 instead of l11, l22, l33, l44

and l55 respectively. With this caveat, the algebra looks like the following in

terms of the relevant L matrix elements:

k1k2 = k2k1,

k1l
+
12 =

r

q2
l+12k1 , k2l

+
12 =

q2

r
l+12k2,

k1l
+
23 =

q

r
l+23k1 , k2l

+
23 = q−1l+23k2,

k1l
−
21 = rl−21k1 , k2l

−
21 =

r

q2
l−21k2,

k1l
−
32 =

q

r
l−32k1 , k2l

−
32 = ql−32k2,

[

l+45, l
−
21

]

= (q − q−1)(k−2
1 − k−2

2 ),

[

l+23, l
−
32

]

= (q − q−1)(k2 − k−1
2 ),

l+12
2
l+23 −

(q

r
+

r

q3

)

l+12l
+
23l

+
12 +

1

q2
l+23l

+
12

2
= 0,

q2

r2
l+23

3 −
(q2

r
+

q5

r3
+

q

r

)

l+23
2
l+12l

+
23 +

(

q +
q4

r2
+

q5

r2

)

l+23l
+
12l

+
23

2 − q4

r
l+12l

+
23

3
= 0.

The last two equations correspond to the Serre relations. (We write them

down only for the L+ matrix elements.). As an example of the general proce-

dure for obtaining these algebra relations from the duality relations (i.e., the

Mathematica output), we will demonstrate the derivation of the first Serre
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relation. The relevant expressions that one gets from Mathematica are:

l+12l
+
23 −

q

r
l+23l

+
12 = −(q − q−1)l+13k2, (3.38)

l+12l
+
13 =

1

q
l+13l

+
12. (3.39)

Solving for l+13 from the first equation by multiplying by k−1
2 on the right,

plugging it back into the second equation and using the commutation rules for

k2, we get our Serre relation. This kind of manipulation is fairly typical in the

derivation of the above algebra.

As a next step, we use the isomorphism relations defined at the end of

the last section to rewrite the above algebra in terms of the Chevalley-Cartan-

Weyl type generators. The result is

k1k2 = k2k1,

k1E1 =
r

q2
E1k1 , k2E1 =

q2

r
E1k2,

k1E2 =
q

r
E2k1 , k2E2 =

1

q
E2k2,

k1F1 = rF1k1 , k2F1 =
r

q2
F1k2,

k1F2 =
q

r
F2k1 , k2F2 = qF2k2,

q

r
E1F1 −

r

q
F1E1 =

k2k
−1
1 − k−1

2 k1

q − q−1
,

[E2, F2] =
k−1

2 − k2

q1/2 − q−1/2
,

E2
1E2 −

(q2

r
+

r

q2

)

E1E2E1 + E2E
2
1 = 0,

E3
2E1 −

(r

q
+

q2

r
+

r

q2

)

E2
2E1E2 +

(r2

q3
+ 1 + q

)

E2E2E
2
2 −

r

q
E1E

3
2 = 0.
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This, is our final form for the multi-parametric version of SO(5) Drinfeld-

Jimbo algebra. Notice that this reduce to the one-parameter DJ algebra of

SO(5) in the limit of r → q.
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Chapter 4

Evolution of Tunneling Bubbles in an

Inhomogeneous Cosmology

4.1 Introduction

Tunneling of a new Universe into an old one is an idea has that been

known for a long time, but it becomes a particularly interesting scenario in the

context of the landcape. One of the questions that has not been adequately

(if at all) discussed in the literature is the evolution of such a bubble when

the ambient Universe is inhomogeneous. This is an interesting problem on

two counts. First, there is the possibility that as the bubble evolves through

various inhomogeneous regions, it leaves a signature on the new Universe. The

bubble could be thought of as a Casimir cavity with moving boundaries and the

resulting radiation could leave detectable signatures on the cosmic microwave

background. Second, there is the question of inflation. The question of evo-

lution of the vacuum bubble through inhomogeneities is of direct relevance in

understanding how robust inflation is, in smoothing out inhomogeneities.

In this chapter, we will try to formulate the problem by considering the

bubble evolution through a specific radially inhomogeneous cosmology, one

which we will refer to as the Peebles cosmology. The new phase bubble, we
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will assume to be a Minkowski spacetime, even though the generalization to

de Sitter does not complicate most of the calculations that follow. It is the

evolution of the interface that we are interested in. For that, we will use the

Israel junction conditions, which will be the equations of motion for the shell.

Most of this chapter will be devoted to the construction of this machinery.

To fully describe the evolution of the bubble, we need to prescribe an

energy-momentum tensor on the shell hypersurface1. Ideally, we would like to

derive that from a field theory interpolation between the two phases on either

side, and taking the thin-wall limit. But because the metric and the stress

tensor on the Peebles side are not known as explicit analytic functions (as we

will see later), this is not the route we will take. Following the oldest rule of

progress in science, namely that doing something is better than doing nothing,

we will arbitrarily make the choice that the density on the shell be constant.

This choice will be (almost) purely dictated by the criterion that it lend itself

to analysis without creating too many complications and that it consistently

satisfy Einstein’s equations. So what we are doing is not totally wrong, but

its real significance is only as a starting point for the numerics before going

on to more realistic models. In particular, it is not clear with our choice that

the pressure satisfies the positivity conditions throughout the evolution for all

choices of the density.

1In fact, the symmetries of the problem reduce the number of unknown functions in the
shell tensor to just two (density and pressure), and even these have to satisfy the conservation
law.
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It should be mentioned that we have made some progress with a much

better choice which satisfies the energy conditions at all stages, namely, a

perfect-fluid on the shell, but since our purpose here is to present the formalism

and the numerics, I will refrain from presenting those incomplete results.

4.2 The Background Spacetime: Peebles Cosmology

We are interested in the evolution of a Minkowski bubble into a radially

inhomogeneous ambient cosmology. The only radially inhomogeneous cosmol-

ogy that I know of is one (probably) discovered by Lemaitre, but brought to

our attention by the work of Peebles. Peebles spacetime, as originally written

down, is for the case with no cosmological constant, so we will generalize that

to include a positive Λ. We take the (4-dimensional) metric in the form

ds2 = dt2 − [(a(t, x)x),x ]2

1 − x2/R(x)2
dx2 − (a(t, x)x)2dΩ2. (4.1)

Here x is a radial coordinate, and R can be thought of as a position-dependent

spatial curvature. One can immediately see that this form is a direct gener-

alization of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker models. The Einstein equations for

this metric can be written as,

1

x2a2(ax),x

∂

∂x

(ax3

R2
+ (∂ta)2ax3

)

= ρ + Λ (4.2)

1

a2

( 1

R2
+ (∂ta)2 + 2a∂tta

)

= Λ (4.3)

These come from the Gtt and Gxx equations: the Gθθ equation is just a deriva-

tive of the Gxx equation, so contains no extra information. The right hand
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sides contain factors of 8πG, which we have set to 1. Multiplying the second

equation throughout by a2ȧ, we can rewrite it as,

∂t

[ a

R2
+ (∂ta)2a − Λa3

3

]

= 0,
a

R2
+ (∂ta)2a − Λa3

3
= F (x). (4.4)

The choice of F (x) is a choice of coordinates: we can make it a constant, call

it A, and then use it in the first Einstein equation. The final result is that the

system is completely specified by the two equations:

(∂ta)2 − A

a
− Λa2

3
+

1

R2
= 0 (4.5)

ρa2(ax),x = 3A. (4.6)

By choosing different profiles for R(x), we can solve for a from the first equation

(with an arbitrary integration “constant” C(x)), and then plug it back into

the second equation to solve for ρ as a function of t and x. Thus the system is

completely specified by the choice of R(x) and C(x), both of which are purely

functions of x. In fact, we will always set C(x) to zero to keep things simple.

There is one caveat though: we need to make sure that the ρ that we calculate

with a given choice of R(x), is always positive.

It is possible to make plots of a as a function of t and x for different

choices of R(x). Since our plan is to push the technology all the way before

getting caught up in the fancier aspects, we will focus almost exclusively on

the choice R(x) = exp(x). Notice that the spacetime is spatially flat at spatial

infinity with this choice. It is interesting to look at more complicated R(x)’s

(which translate to more interesting inhomogeneity profiles) and see how a
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Figure 4.1: Plot of
[

R(x) −
(

4
9ΛA2

)1/6]

for R(x) ≡ R0(x) = exp(x).

bubble might evolve: this question is currently being looked into. The next

few pages contain plots of a couple of choices for R(x) and the corresponding

plots of a(t, x).

One thing about the generalized Friedmann equation (4.5), is that

for each different value of x, we can integrate for a and find out the time-

dependence of the scale factor at that point in the coordinate grid. Notice

that x, like in FRW, is just a grid location here, but unlike in FRW, the scale

factor a(t, x) is not uniform across the grid, but depends on x. Thus, if we

set our initial conditions so that we start out with a Big-Bang at all points

on the grid2, then the question of whether there is a Big-Crunch singularity

is a point-dependent question. By tuning R(x), we can control which are the

regions where Big-Crunch happens. To be more precise, we can think of (4.5),

as an energy equation for a (like that of the point particle in classical me-

2this was essentially the idea in setting the integration “constant” C(x) to zero.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of
[

R(x) −
(

4
9ΛA2

)1/6]

for R(x) ≡ R1(x) = 0.7
[(

4
9ΛA2

)1/6

−
0.01
π

(

1
0.12+(x−0.3)2

)

− 0.02
π

(

1
0.12+(x−0.8)2

)]

exp(x)

chanics) at zero total energy. The crucial point is that for each x, we have a

different equation because R(x) is not a constant. For those values of x for

which the maximum of V (a) ≡ −A
a
− Λa2

3
+ 1

R2 is bigger than zero, if we launch

a at zero (Big-Bang), it will reach a maximum and then recollapse. It is easy

to check that this happens for all those grid points for which R(x) is less than

(4/9ΛA2)1/6.

With these explanations, it is easy to understand the Mathematica plots

of a as a function of t and x. The collapse happens at those points for which

(with the given choice of the function R(x)) the above condition is satisfied.

Before we move on, lets emphasize a trivial point: the evolution of a(t, x) is

not to be confused with the evolution of the bubble through the spacetime,

to be introduced later. So far we have only described the ambient spacetime,

and by specifying (perhaps numerically) the time-dependence of a(t, x) at each
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Figure 4.3: Plot of a(t, x) for R(x) = R0(x). With right-hand thumb rule, the
thumb (vertical axis) denotes a(t, x), the index finger denotes time t, and the
middle-finger, the grid location x.
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Figure 4.4: Plot of a(t, x) for R(x) = R1(x). The axes are as before.
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x, we can complete that task for any choice of R(x). But the evolution of a

Minkowski bubble that can form inside this spacetime is an entirely new game

in itself, to which we now turn.

4.3 Israel’s Thin Shell Approach

Because the machinery of thin shells is usually presented from a formal

perspective in most references, we will attempt to give a practical introduction

to the subject here based on Israel’s original work.

4.3.1 The Setup

The situation we have is this: a hypersurface Σ separates spacetime

into two regions V + and V −. For us, these regions will be the Peebles side

and the Minkowski side respectively. We will take x±
α and g±

αβ to stand for

the coordinates and the metric on the two sides. When we match the two

spacetimes at Σ, we want to find out what are the conditions under which the

metrics on the two sides together give rise to a consistent solution of Einstein’s

equations. We are willing to think of the interface as a limit of progressively

sharper transitions, so we are willing to think of Einstein’s equations in terms

of distributions, but that is as far as we are willing to go.

The problem is non-trivial because of the diffeomorphism invariance of

gravity: comparing the spacetimes on either side is not straightforward be-

cause x± might be different sets of coordinates, so the metrics are not directly

comparable. Israel’s strategy for overcoming this issue is to formulate the
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problem in terms of the surface Σ and the quantities defined on the surface

(three-tensors). These quantities can be defined on the surface by project-

ing four-dimensional quantities from either side: once they are defined on the

surface in terms of the three-dimensional geometry, it is alright to compare3

them. The resulting conditions for a smooth matching will be called the Is-

rael junction conditions, which are essentially Einstein’s equations in disguise,

written in terms of three-dimensional quantities.

As a first step towards this program, we first lay down coordinates

xα in an open subset of V + ∪ V − that contains a patch of the hypersurface

Σ. The importance of these coordinates is that unlike x±, these coordinates

extend from V − to V +. We are allowed to define these coordinates, because we

are looking not at discontinuities in the spacetime manifold itself, but only on

some functions (perhaps curvature, stress tensor etc.) defined on this manifold.

These coordinates obviously overlap with x± (where they are defined) and have

the corresponding transition functions. It is crucial to notice here that xα are

defined only temporarily, and we will only need them as a crutch to get to the

junction conditions: in particular, we need only the fact that such a coordinate

system exists, we will not explicitly calculate the metric (for example) in these

coordinates.

We also lay down coordinates ya which are defined on the shell. It is

conventional in the literature to reserve Latin indices for coordinates on the

3the details of what it means to “compare”, “match” etc. will be clear in a minute.
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hypersurface and Greek indices for spacetime coordinates, and we follow that

convention.

Next, we need to define a normal to the hypersurface, because it is along

the normal direction that we want to understand the discontinuities, matching

etc. The easiest way to do this is to note that in terms of the coordinates xα,

the hypersurface is defined by an equation

Φ(xα) = 0 (4.7)

for some function Φ of the coordinates. So we can define the normal to the

hypersurface according to

nα =
−Φ,α

|gµνΦ,µ Φ,ν |1/2
≡ −∂αn. (4.8)

We will take Φ to be increasing from V − to V +, and the surface Σ to be

time-like (i.e, nαnα = −1), so the normal is outward directed (nαΦ,α > 0).

The negative sign on (4.8) is to accommodate these choices, it is in fact the

same negative sign from the time-likeness of the hypersurface. Note that n, as

defined, is a measure of the separation from Σ. It effectively is a coordinate

along the normal direction.

4.3.2 The First Junction Condition

In terms of distributions, we can write

gαβ = θ(n)g+
αβ + θ(−n)g−

αβ (4.9)
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where θ is the step function and the metrics on the right hand side are thought

of as written in the xα coordinates4. Our task now is straightforward. We just

need to make sure that with this distributional definition of the metric tensor,

when we calculate the Einstein equations, we can make sense of the results as

distributions.

To calculate the Einstein equations, we need to take two derivatives of

the metric, and after the first derivative, we find an expression that looks like

gαβ,γ = θ(n)g+
αβ,γ + θ(−n)g−

αβ,γ − δ(n)[gαβ]nγ , (4.10)

where δ(n)nγ = ∂γθ(n), and we use the standard notation:

[X] ≡ X|Σ+ − X|Σ−, (4.11)

i.e., [X] stands for the jump of the quantity X across the hypersurface.

As already advertised, we want the Einstein equation to make sense as

a distribution. But if we allow the last term in the above equation to be non-

zero, then there will be mixed terms containing θ(n)δ(n) (which does not make

sense as a distribution: it cannot be integrated) in the Christoffel symbols. So

we come to the conclusion that [gαβ] = 0 if we want the matching to work.

This is the first junction condition. We can project this onto the 3-surface, by

using the eα
a = ∂xα

∂ya . These eα
a are continuous across the 3-surface (because xα

is continuous and ya is a coordinate on the shell and so it is the same from

4Again, these coordinates are mere crutches used to derive our results, so we will never
need to do these coordinate transformations explicitly.
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either side.), so they can be taken inside the square brackets. Thus we end up

with the intrinsic form of the first junction condition:

[hab] ≡ [gα,βeα
aeβ

b ] = 0, (4.12)

where hab is, by definition, the intrinsic metric tensor on the shell. The first

junction condition is natural because we would expect the metric on the surface

to be the same, as projected from either side. Notice that in this form, the

equation is independent of our choice of coordinates, as promised - this is an

intrinsic formulation.

It might seem that we are losing some information in going from [gαβ] =

0, with ten components, to hab = 0, with six. But this is not the case because

the extra four are in fact automatically satisfied. To see this, we can project

the [gαβ] = 0 onto the normal direction (which is the only remaining direction).

But now, since Φ and xα are both continuous across Σ, so is nα ∼ −Φ,α and

thus it can be freely taken inside the square brackets. Since the metric is

continuous (by the first junction condition), the normal with upper indices is

also continuous. So when we project, we get 0 = [gαβ]nβ = [nα], which is a

four-component identity. So, we are not missing anything by not looking at

the metric components along the normal direction.

4.3.3 The Second Junction Condition

With one derivative, we got the first junction condition, but we need the

Einstein equations which contain two derivatives, so we press on. From what
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we have from the previous subsection, we calculate the Christoffel symbols to

be

Γα
βγ = θ(n)Γ+α

βγ + θ(−n)Γ−α
βγ. (4.13)

To construct the curvature tensors, we first take the derivative of this:

Γα
βγ,δ = θ(n)Γ+α

βγ,δ + θ(−n)Γ−α
βγ,δ − δ(n)[Γα

βγ]nδ, (4.14)

and using these the Riemann tensor becomes,

Rα
βγδ = θ(n)R+α

βγδ + θ(−n)R−α
βγδ − δ(n)[Γα

βδnγ − Γα
βγnδ]. (4.15)

Once we know the delta-function part of the Riemann tensor we can calculate

the delta-function piece in the Einstein tensor by taking traces. The result is,

Gαβ = θ(n)G+
αβ+θ(−n)G−

αβ−δ(n)
[

Γα
βδnα−Γα

βαnδ−
1

2
gβδ

(

gµνΓα
µνnα−Γα

µαnµ
)

]

.

(4.16)

If the stress-tensor outside/inside is T±
αβ , then the above Einstein tensor will

satisfy the Einstein equation if the total stress tensor is

Tαβ = θ(n)T+
αβ + θ(−n)T−

αβ + δ(n)Sαβ, (4.17)

with

Sαβ = −
[

Γα
βδnα − Γα

βαnδ −
1

2
gβδ

(

gµνΓα
µνnα − Γα

µαnµ
)

]

. (4.18)

So we see that the delta-function in curvature has an interpretation as the

energy-momentum tensor on the shell.
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This is a perfectly correct result, but it would be more useful to write

it in terms of intrinsic 3-surface quantities. For that, first we note by explicit

calculation that Sαβnβ = 0. So, we can project Sαβ on the shell and still retain

all the information. Thus we define

Sab = Sαβeα
aeβ

b . (4.19)

It can be shown that this Sab can be written in terms of the extrinsic curvature

of the shell. The extrinsic curvature is defined as

Kab = nα;βeα
aeβ

b , (4.20)

and after some algebra, we can show that

Sab = [Kab] − [K]hab, (4.21)

where K = Kabh
ab. The only inputs for this calculation are the definitions

of the relevant quantities, the formula connecting covariant derivatives and

Christoffel symbols, and the continuity conditions for the various quantities

across the 3-surface that we have already written down. This equation is the

second junction condition.

So the upshot is that a delta-function curvature discontinuity can be

interpreted as an energy-momentum tensor on the shell, and we can still have

a consistent interpretation of Einstein’s equations.
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4.4 The Minkowski-Peebles Junction

Now we use these conditions for the specific case of a spherically sym-

metric match between a Minkowski bubble and an ambient Peebles spacetime.

The outside spacetime is given by the Peebles metric (4.1), and the inside

metric is Minkowski, which we will take in the form

ds2 = dT 2 − dr2 − r2dΩ2. (4.22)

These two spacetimes are matched on a spherical 2-D shell whose evolution is

unknown to begin with. Since we are interested in finding out the evolution of

a shell that separates two phases, ideally, we would like to have a field theoretic

model for the stress tensor on either side of the shell-wall. We would like to

calculate the shell stress tensor by interpolation between the two phases in

the field theory and taking the thin wall limit. But since the Peebles metric

is fairly complex, we do not know the explicit analytic form of the metric or

the energy tensor there. We resorted to numerical evolution to make plots of

a(t, x) in an earlier section. Without having an explicit form of the energy-

momentum tensor, it is hard to come up with a field theoretic model for it.

Coupled to this is the fact that we do not know the shell evolution and the

hypersurface that it traces out, to begin with. All these problems force us to

start out with a simplified model for the energy-momentum tensor without

worrying too much about an underlying field-theoretic derivation.

In any event, the assumption of spherical symmetry restricts the form
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of the intrinsic metric on the shell to the form,

ds3
2 = dτ 2 − ρ(τ)2dΩ2. (4.23)

We are using the same symbol ρ for the proper radius of the shell, as well as

the matter density in the Peebles spacetime (defined earlier), but the context

should clarify the meaning. On the shell, the Peebles metric and the Minkowski

metric must reduce to the shell 3-D metric. Spherical symmetry implies that

there is only one independent coordinate on the shell, the shell proper time5.

So looked at from the Peebles side, on the shell, we can parametrize the coor-

dinates as x(τ) and t(τ), and from the Minkowski side, T (τ) and r(τ). Since

the metric from either side on the shell should agree with the 3-metric on the

shell (the first junction condition), we get two conditions for the Minkowski

side,

r(τ) = ρ(τ),
(dT

dτ

)2

=
(dr

dτ

)2

+ 1, (4.24)

and two for the Peebles side,

a
(

t(τ), x(τ)
)

x(τ) = ρ(τ),
( dt

dτ

)2

=

(

a(t, x)x
)

,x
2

1 − x2/R(x)2
+ 1, (4.25)

with everything thought of as functions of τ .

Now we turn to the second junction conditions. Since we have different

sets of coordinates in each region, and since not all of these coordinates can be

written in terms of the others, we will write the matching conditions in terms

5apart from the angular coordinates on which nothing depends.
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of the Peebles coordinates6. The second junction conditions are essentially

evolution equations for the shell if the shell stress tensor is the input data, so

once we figure out that evolution numerically, we can in principle convert to

other coordinates if we want.

We will use the second junction condition with one index up and the

other low. Because of the spherical symmetry and the form of the three metric,

Kb
a has components Kτ

τ and Kθ
θ = Kφ

φ , while Sb
a contains Sτ

τ and Sθ
θ = Sφ

φ . So

the second junction conditions become

−1

2
Sτ

τ = [Kθ
θ ] (4.26)

−Sθ
θ = [Kτ

τ ] + [Kθ
θ ]. (4.27)

We will call Sτ
τ as σ and Sθ

θ as p from now on for convenience. These are the

only two components of the shell energy-momentum tensor and they are both

purely functions of τ by spherical symmetry. As already stressed, since we

don’t know how exactly to determine these functions from a field theory, we

will for the moment assume (as a toy model for developing the numerics) that

σ is a constant. From the first equation, this then will fix the evolution of the

shell (i.e, we will know what the hypersurface looks like) and then we can plug

that information back into the second equation and use that as a definition of p.

We will not worry about the fact that the p obtained this way might not always

satisfy the various energy positivity conditions. This approach essentially gets

6Since Peebles metric is known only numerically, there is no hope of writing it in terms
of other coordinates.
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rid of the second equation since if σ is a constant, it is just a definition. This

affords considerable simplification in understanding the solution space of the

evolution curves for the bubbles. In fact, the understanding gained by this

enormous simplification turns out to be very useful in getting a handle on the

more realistic case where instead of a constant σ, we assume a linear equation

of state7 between σ and p.

So lets write down the first equation for the matching for our case. We

start with

Kθ
θ = hθθKθθ =

1

ρ2
nα;βeα

θ eβ
θ =

1

ρ2
nθ;θe

θ
θe

θ
θ =

1

ρ2
nθ;θ, (4.28)

which is true on either side of the shell. We have used spherical symmetry to

note that some of the components of the projectors are zero. To proceed from

this point on, and thereby determine the Kθ
θ on either side, we will have to

write down the normal vector in the corresponding coordinates. We will start

with the Peebles side where the coordinates are xα = (t, x, θ, φ). First, lets

write down the projectors:

uα ≡ eα
τ =

( dt

dτ
,
dx

dτ
, 0, 0

)

(4.29)

eα
θ =

(

0, 0, 1, 0
)

(4.30)

eα
φ =

(

0, 0, 0, 1
)

(4.31)

Since uα is the 4-velocity of the bubble, the normal nβ will be determined

(upto a sign) by the two conditions uαnα = 0 and nαnα = −1, where raising

7We do not report on these perfect fluid solutions here, though.
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and lowering are done with the Peebles metric. A simple calculation yields,

nα =





−(ax),x ẋ
√

(1 − x2/R2)ṫ2 − (ax),x
2ẋ2

,
(ax),x ṫ

√

(1 − x2/R2)ṫ2 − (ax),x
2ẋ2

, 0, 0





(4.32)

where everything is thought of as a function of τ (and the dots are with respect

to τ as well). A little thought, and the discussion around (4.8) reveals that the

overall sign of nα has been chosen so that this is the outward normal. With

this, we can now calculate the Kθ
θ on the Peebles side to be,

Kθ
θ+ =

1

ρ2

(

nθ,θ − Γα
θθnα

)

=
1

ρ2

(

− Γt
θθnt − Γx

θθnx

)

(4.33)

=
1

2ρ2
gttgθθ,tnt +

1

2ρ2
gxxgθθ,xnx (4.34)

=
(ax),t (ax),x ẋ + (1 − x2/R2)ṫ

ρ
√

(1 − x2/R2)ṫ2 − (ax),x
2ẋ2

. (4.35)

We have used (4.25) to do some of the simplifications. This equation is written

in a mixed notation containing coordinates intrinsic to the shell as well as the

Peebles coordinates, we will fix that shortly and write it purely in terms of

Peebles. Before doing that, we will repeat the above calculation for Kθ
θ on the

Minkowski side, with coordinates (T, r, θ, φ). Proceeding as before, we have

nα =

(

−ṙ
√

Ṫ 2 − ṙ2
,

Ṫ
√

Ṫ 2 − ṙ2
, 0, 0

)

(4.36)

and so,

Kθ
θ− =

Ṫ

r
√

Ṫ 2 − ṙ2
(4.37)
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With these the first junction condition becomes,

(ax),t (ax),x ẋ + (1 − x2/R2)ṫ

ρ
√

(1 − x2/R2)ṫ2 − (ax),x
2ẋ2

− Ṫ

r
√

Ṫ 2 − ṙ2
= −σ/2. (4.38)

We came to this equation through a route that is fairly specific to our prob-

lem, but we can rewrite this in a standard form by using (4.24) and (4.25).

The second term on the LHS (the Minkowski piece) becomes, −
√

ρ̇2 + 1/ρ.

Less trivial, but still straightforward, is the demonstration that the first term

(Peebles) can written as
√

ρ̇2 + 1 − x2/R2 − (ax),t
2. This demonstration is

easier if we start from the final expression, expand ρ̇ as (ax),t ṫ + (ax),x ẋ and

use the relation
(

1 − x2

R2

)

(ṫ2 − 1) = (ax),x
2ẋ2 (4.39)

once, assemble a perfect square from the pieces, and then use (4.39) again.

The relation (4.39) is just a rewriting of (4.25). So finally we get the standard

form:
√

ρ̇2 − ∆+ −
√

ρ̇2 − ∆− = −σρ

2
, (4.40)

where ∆+ = −(1 − x2/R2) + (ax),t
2, and ∆− = −1. We can do some more

massaging to bring it into a slightly more convenient form. First, use the Pee-

bles equation of motion (the analog of the Friedmann equation) to substitute

for ȧ and rewrite ∆+ as,

∆+ = −1 +
(A

a3
+

Λ

3

)

ρ2. (4.41)

Next, we square (4.40) twice to write it in the form,

ρ̇2 =
σ2ρ2

16
+

∆+ + ∆−

2
+

(∆+ − ∆−)2

σ2ρ2
. (4.42)
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Now, we take up the task of writing these equations purely in the

Peebles coordinates, for otherwise, despite being correct, they will be of no

practical value in calculating anything. Using (4.41), we can write (4.42) as

ρ̇2 = ρ2B2 − 1, (4.43)

where

B2 =
1

9σ2

(3σ2

4
+ Λ +

3A

a3

)

. (4.44)

The advantage of this form is that everything except ρ̇ and ρ are in Peebles

coordinates, so we just have to focus on these. Since ρ = ax, the task really is

to look express ρ̇ in terms of x and t. The idea is that instead of choosing ρ(τ)

as the evolution curve of the bubble-evolution8, we want to parametrize it as

x(t). (Notice that x and t are dependent variables on the shell.). So once we

make this choice, the parameter on the shell is t, not τ . Being careful about

the partial derivatives, we can rewrite ρ̇ as

ρ̇ =

(

x∂ta + (ax),x
dx
dt

)

(

1 − (ax),x
2

1−x2/R2

(

dx
dt

)2) . (4.45)

Using this is (4.43), expanding, and using (4.1) for ∂ta, we end up with,

dx

dt
=











−x(1 − x2

R2 )
(

A
a

+ Λa2

3
− 1

R2

)1/2

±

±x
{

(1 − x2

R2 )(a
2x2B2 − 1)

(

a2B2 − A
a
− Λa2

3

)}1/2











(ax),x (a2x2B2 − x2/R2)

(4.46)

8actually each point on the evolution-“curve” is a sphere because the (θ, φ) coordinates
go along for the ride.
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This is the shell evolution equation in a form that is directly applicable for

numerical simulations, which is what we will do in the next section. It should

be mentioned here that we have only used one (4.26) of the two equations

from the second junction condition for deriving this. The second equation, as

we stated earlier, is being thought of as a definition for p, so we don’t need it

to determine the evolution. If we were to allow the possibility that σ was not

constant -with p determined through an ideal fluid equation of state- then we

would have to solve a set of simultaneous equations, the one for x the same as

above (but with σ time-dependent), and the other a differential equation for

σ coming from (4.27)9.

4.5 Shell Evolution

We plot the results of the shell evolution using Mathematica and plot

them in this section. The plots of x and ρ as functions of t are plotted below,

for the choice R(x) = exp(x). Notice that to do the evolution, we first have

to numerically evaluate a(t, x) as well. The Mathematica code for doing these

is provided in an appendix.

The general structure of the curves is easy to understand. The evolution

equation is quadratic in dx
dt

, so there is a critical curve on the x − t plane on

9The second equation (4.27) in the second junction condition, actually contains two time
derivatives. But we can use a derivative of the first equation (4.26) to rewrite it as a first
order equation. This is analogous to the use of covariant energy conservation instead of
an Einstein equation. In our attempts to extend the present work to the case of a perfect
fluid, this is what we do, and that is what brings the system down to a set of first order
differential equations.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of x vs. t shell evolution.

one side of which there are no solutions. This corresponds to the region where

the discriminant of the quadratic equation is negative. On the other side of

the critical line, we expect that through each point, there would be two curves

- because the degree of this equation is two, even though its order is one.

This is precisely what we see. The shape off the critical curve depends on

the inhomogeneity profile R(x). I am referring to R(x) as the inhomogeneity

profile even though its really a profile of spatial curvature, because it directly

affects the determination of ρ(t, x).

In the case that we have worked out here, the exp(x) gives rise to

a central region of the Peebles Universe where there is a collapse. The outer

regions do not collapse. We see from the graph that the evolution of the bubble
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depends on where we launch it. There are some regions of initial conditions

where the bubble ultimately recollapses on to the critical line, along both the

curves through that point. This is vaguely analogous to the case of black

holes where both the outgoing and ingoing light-fronts get refocused, and we

suspect that this is a symptom of the fact that the Peebles universe in our case

has a collapsing central region where we are launching the bubble. For some

initial conditions, one would expect that a bubble launched in a collapsing

region would not be able to escape that region, whether it starts off on the

expanding or collapsing branch of the quadratic equation. There are of course

some other choices of initial conditions where the bubble seems to get out of

the collapsing region in the coordinate grid.

These plots are a first step towards a better understanding of bubble

evolution in an inhomogeneous Universe. There are a few directions that we

could work on from here. The first is, trying more complicated inhomogeneity

profiles R(x). It seems not inconceivable that with other choices of R(x) there

might be more complicated critical curves, for instance, there might be islands

of criticality in the x − t plane. These would be useful in understanding the

generic evolution patterns of bubbles.

Second, the real meaning of the critical line needs to be clarified further

in the context of tunneling. In the case of a de Sitter-de Sitter bubble, the

function B that was defined for the shell equation of motion is a constant, and

there the critical proper radius of the bubble is given by B = 1/ρc, which is a

constant. So there, the critical line is a straight line p to the ρ axis. This is the
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minimum proper radius for a tunneling bubble to nucleate so that it can grow.

But in our case we see that the critical radius is not a constant and depends

on where you launch the bubble. And in fact a classically nucleated bubble

can sometimes recollapse back to criticality later on. This needs interpretation

from the tunneling perspective.

Finally, we need to make a better choice of the energy-momentum ten-

sor on the shell. The perfect fluid is currently on its way. The difference there,

as already stressed, is that we need to keep track of the second of the two

equations that arises from the second junction condition as well. This second

equation can be taken in the form of a covariant energy conservation equa-

tion10 (instead of the original Israel formula), and that considerably simplifies

things by bringing down the order of the differential equation by one. The

crucial difference between the constant-σ case is that now we have a system

of two differential equations, so the plots should be thought of as curves in

(x, σ, t)-space. So their projections on the x−t plane can be significantly more

complicated. Also, the critical curve now becomes a critical surface.

10Even for the constant σ case that we have considered here, we can use this equation to
see how p evolves. It is an interesting problem to see whether there is any connection between
the nature of bubble evolution curves and the values of p at which positivity conditions of
energy-momentum is violated.
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Chapter 5

The Future

We looked at some problems that arise when we try to understand fun-

damental physics in a Universe with a positive cosmological constant. The

cosmological constant is one of the most obstinate problems one faces in any

theory of quantum gravity, and therefore, as Polchinski has commented, per-

haps one of the best clues we have. It was as much of a problem in string

theory as it was in field theory, but maybe through the recent landscape pro-

posals now we have a new (perhaps philosophically unsatisfactory) paradigm

for its resolution.

Instead of taking stock of what was done in the last few chapters, I will

speculate on possible future directions that extend this work. The most im-

portant place where I see the need for extension is in the evolution of tunneling

bubbles: it would be nice to have a realistic energy-momentum tensor on the

shell. The next best thing would be to try a perfect fluid on the shell, and

that is currently under investigation. Once we have that in place, we could

try to understand the radiation inside the shell as it moves through the var-

ious inhomogeneous regions. This is the four-dimensional analogue of to the

moving mirror in 2-dimensions. Realistically, it seems unlikely that this might
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leave an observable imprint on the CMB spectrum, but at least we might be

able to rule out certain scenarios or potentials in the landcape.

On a broader scale than the narrow problems addressed in this thesis,

there is always the question of whether we are on the right track in following

string theory. Despite the nice things that happen everywhere in string theory,

on some days it is hard to escape the feeling that one might just be playing

with an elaborately constructed mathematical tautology which is so general

that it contains (almost) everything imaginable, and therefore perhaps con-

tains no physical information. This is of course, not to say that the “other”

candidate quantum gravity theories in town are somehow better. The argu-

ments presented in the introduction, make the author think that the ultimate

“final theory” (or quantum gravity), will definitely be a string theory. But the

real task is to figure out why our Universe with our familiar particle physics

and gravity is the one that arises in string theory in some natural way, and not

some qualitatively similar other Universe. And it would be nice if we could do

this without having to go anthropic. Despite the present excitement over the

landscape, I think it would be nice if we could

a) construct (from string theory) a vacuum that looks precisely like our

Universe: with the cosmological constant and the standard model - whether

that vacuum is unique or not. But there are some no-go “theorems” in the

literature that say that this problem is probably impossible in a practical,

computational complexity sense.

or b) find some non-perturbative breakthrough which gives us a grasp
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of the vacuum selection mechanisms in string theory. At the very least, with

conclusive results along these lines, we can be confident that going anthropic

is a necessity in string theory and not a result of the frustration of a generation

from battling hard problems for too long.

These are obviously very difficult problems (at least until they are

solved), but non-negligible progress in theses directions will be a wonderful

thing for the morale of the troops.
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Appendix A

Time Translation of the de Sitter Observer

In this appendix we want to show that the boosts in SO(4, 1) corre-

spond to time translations for the static observer. The metric for the static

patch is,

ds2 = −(1 − r2)dt2 +
dr2

1 − r2
+ r2dΩ2

2 (A.1)

We take Λ/3 = 1, where Λ is the Cosmological constant.

The easiest way to think about the DeSitter isometry group (SO(4, 1))

is to think of it as being embedded in a 5D Minkowski space. In terms of these

Minkowski coordinates, the static patch can be written as,

X0 =
√

1 − r2 sinh t, (A.2)

X3 = r cos θ, (A.3)

X1 = r sin θ cos φ, (A.4)

X2 = r sin θ sin φ, (A.5)

X4 =
√

1 − r2 cosh t. (A.6)

Its easy to check that −(X0)2 + (X i)2 = 1 and that −dX02
+ dX i2 is equal to

the metric on the static patch. Boosts in SO(4, 1) look like,
(

X0′

X4′

)

=

(

cosh β sinh β
sinh β cosh β

)(

X0

X4

)

. (A.7)
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Plugging in the expressions for X0 and X4 in terms of r and t, multiplying

out the matrices and simplifying, we end up with,

(

X0′

X4′

)

=

(√
1 − r2 sinh(t + β)√
1 − r2 cosh(t + β)

)

, (A.8)

which is just the time-translated version of the original expressions.
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Appendix B

SO(5)q,r-covariant Differential Calculus

In this appendix we explicitly write down the form of the SO(5)q,r-

covariant differential calculus with µα = −1/q as our chosen eigenvalue. If we

set q = r, we will get the single parameter limit. The only choice of the R̂

eigenvalue which has a non-degenerate r → q limit is µα = −1/q. For r 6= q

there are other choices, and they are no harder to compute, but since the

explicit forms of these algebras are rather long and cumbersome, we do not

write them down here.

We first write down the commutators between the coordinates xi where

i goes from 1 to 5. We define γ1 = − (−1+q2)r−
√

4q4+(−1+q2)2r2

2q2 and γ2 =

− (−1+q2)−
√

(−1+q2)2+4r2

2r
.

x1x2 = γ1x
2x1, x2x5 = γ1x

5x2

x1x4 = γ2x
4x1, x4x5 = γ2x

4x5

x1x3 = qx3x1, x2x3 = qx3x2, x3x4 = qx4x3, x3x5 = qx5x3

q(x1x5 − x5x1) + (q − 1)(x2x4 + qx4x2) + q1/2(q − 1)x3x3 = 0

q(q − 1)(x1x5 − x5x1) + (1 − q + q3)x2x4 − q2x4x2 + q5/2(q − 1)x3x3 = 0

q3/2(x1x5 − x5x1) + q1/2(q2x2x4 − x4x2) + (q3 − q2 + q − 1)x3x3 = 0
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q3/2(q − 1)(x1x5 − x5x1) − q3/2x2x4 + q1/2(1 − q2 + q3)x4x2 − (q − 1)x3x3 = 0

Some of the relations above are redundant. Also, these relations should

be thought of in conjunction with the condition that xtĈx = 3
Λ

which (with

the appropriate reality condition) is the embedding corresponding to deSitter

space. Here Λ could be interpreted as the cosmological constant. One can

rewrite the relations above by making use of this constraint and eliminating

x3x3. For instance in the one-parameter case, after some algebra the second

last equation above becomes

( 1

q2
x1x5 − q2x1x5

)

+
(1

q
x2x4 − qx4x2

)

=
Λ(1 − q4)

3q1/2(1 + q3)
. (B.1)

It should be noted that these deformed commutators constructed a ’la

Zumino, are the same as the ones written down by [32] and [37] in the r = q

limit. Their prescription was to split the R-matrix into projection operators

so that

R̂ ≡ qPS − q−1PA + q−4P1, (B.2)

and use that to define the deformations according to PA(x ⊗ x) = 0. The

projectors are onto the eigen-subspaces, so everything is consistent. It is an

interesting question (that we have not thought about) what happens to the

symmetric, anti-symmetric and singlet subspaces under the multi-parametric

deformation.

The algebra of the partial derivatives (which is controlled by the matrix

F ) can be obtained from the co-ordinate algebra above if we substitute xi →

∂xi′ , where i′ = 6 − i.
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To complete the definition of the deformed calculus, we need to spell

out the algebra that deforms the commutators between the co-ordinates and

derivatives. It turns out that they are, for xi and ∂xj with i = j,

∂x1x1 = 1 + q2x1∂x1 + (q2 − 1)(x2∂x2 + x3∂x3 + x4∂x4) +
(

1 − 1

q3

)

(q2 − 1)x5∂x5

∂x2x2 = 1 + q2x2∂x2 + (q2 − 1)(x3∂x3 + x5∂x5) +
(

1 − 1

q

)

(q2 − 1)x4∂x4

∂x3x3 = 1 + qx3∂x3 + (q2 − 1)(x4∂x4 + x5∂x5)

∂x4x4 = 1 + q2x4∂x4 + (q2 − 1)x5∂x5

∂x5x5 = 1 + q2x5∂x5

and for i 6= j,

∂x1x2 =
q2

r
x2∂x1 +

( 1

q2
− 1
)

x5∂x4 , ∂x2x1 =
q2

r
x1∂x2 +

( 1

q2
− 1
)

x4∂x5

∂x1x3 = qx3∂x1 +
1 − q2

q3/2
x5∂x3 , ∂x3x1 = qx1∂x3 +

1 − q2

q3/2
x3∂x5

∂x1x4 = rx4∂x1 +
1 − q2

q
x5∂x2 , ∂x4x1 = rx1∂x4 +

1 − q2

q
x2∂x5

∂x2x3 = qx3∂x2 +
1 − q2

q1/2
x4∂x3 , ∂x3x2 = qx2∂x3 +

1 − q2

q1/2
x3∂x4

∂x2x5 =
q2

r
x5∂x2 , ∂x5x2 =

q2

r
x2∂x5

∂x3x4 = qx4∂x3 , ∂x3x5 = qx5∂x3 , ∂x4x3 = qx3∂x4 , ∂x5x3 = qx3∂x5 ,

∂x4x5 = rx5∂x4 , ∂x5x4 = rx4∂x5

∂x1x5 = x5∂x1 , ∂x5x1 = x1∂x5 , ∂x2x4 = x4∂x2 , ∂x4x2 = x2∂x4 .

This completes the definition of the SO(5)q,r-covariant calculus on the quan-

tum space.
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